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PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 22. 1906.

PLAN TO DISCUSS FlalIGHATION
Rome Papers May United States Has
Proposed Rig Conference.

RUSSIAN CRISIS
ONE OF FINANCE

Rome, Oct. 22.-- Several newspapers.here assert that the United
States again has proposed an interEastern Slope of Rockies From national congress to discuss the ques- No Loans Offered
Without
tion of European emigration to the
Wyoming to New Mexico.
Approval of Mums.
United States to be held in Washington in 1907. The papers add that
Great Britain, France, Austria. RusColorado in Teeth of little and SHOW sia, Italy,Denmark and Holland have This Slay Lead to Conferring of UnMany Feet Deep--letall Suffern
usual Powers and Free.1.11111
have agreed to send delegates.
Severe boss.
the 114.11}.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
THE WORST STORM SINCE IASI.

a

Denver, Col., Oct. 22.-A general
storm prevailed along the eastern
slope of the Rocky mountains from
Wyoming to New Mexico today. Snow
fell in Colorado for 24 hours and
Still continues. Suburban
electric.
Haw are operated with difficulty.
Railroad trains are delayed.
_ _
in the valley around Buena Vista
the snow Ilea two feet on the level.
In the mountains the snow varies
from two to five test. Twenty-two
inches of snow is reported at Florence.
In northern Colorado the snow is
20 inches deep. Should a freeze follow there will he heavy loss to the
isolate crop.
Wyoming reports that a general
storm played havoc with wire COrn'
muni(ation and interrupted railroad
tragic. Several minor wrecks have
occurred. Live stock is threatened

Mill 'sleet Wedneeday at cit y Hail to
Hear tioniplainte

KILLED THE WOLF BIG
WITH ONLY A CLUB

The board of tax supervisors will
meet Wednesday at the city hall.
Mayor Yeiser recently appointed
James Glauber tot fill the yacaucy Will James has Terrible Batcaused by the death of the late R. G.
tle In Theltoad.
Caldwell. The board is now composed of Richard Holland, Ell O.
Boone and James Glauber. There are
several complaints of over-assess- Encettmera M'oundesi .tninut1 Peruse's, by IN).4%.1. of Citizens and
ment to come before them,
I. .thioe.1 .1% vrpowered

GRAIN ELEVATOR
FOR L. N. RAILROAD

Will Have Capacity of One Hundred And
Fifty Thousand Bushels-Largest In Section.

SNAKE DEN
WITTE. MAY ItE

INSTITUTE OF THE CHRISTLAN
CHURCH AT FULTON.

l'AX HOOK SUPERVISORS

10 CENTS PER WEEK

BEIAINGS

BACK

St. Petersburg, Oct. 22.- An extension of the powers of the dotona.
granting it a decree of Independence
never dreamed of In Russia is made
necessary by the financial crisis faced by the empire. This information
comes on highest authority. The recall of Count Witte to power may
also come, In the belief he is the
only man who can avert the calamity impending over the country. Russia today Is almost face to facsal..1,1
with
bankruptcy. Foreign nations wit
ly agree to another loan on cond
tion of its approval by the dounia.

TO

GRAY

ISPECIEs.

ROAD ALIVE TO LOCAL POSSIBILITIES

NIAT BE LOCATED UNDER CABOOSE DEPART‘IENT.

After battling for ten minutes with
A deal whereby the N. C. & St. L. road, but -the storage facilities have
nothing but a heavy plank for defense, Will James, a well known railroad bought two lots on the old been small and the facilities for
With a 4.apatit%
young man of West Tennessee street, iron furnace property on South handling it, crude
Many Prominent Men of State Are on
Eddie Realhic KillsSiecond one Which killed
a gray wolf which had Inured Third Street was closed 14st week, of leftmost bushels It all be one of
The Program--J. K. Bouslurant
Cranied Up Through Hot,. iu
such great excitement in that section and work on a big grain elevator to the largest elevators In this section
to Wend.
In the Floor.
of the city for the past several be owned by that road, has started, of the count t'
weeks. It was a battle royal, and al- The consideration fur the two lots! For many years Cairo has had aa
though the wolf was wounded in the was $6.500„ and the elevator will ' immense gtain baseless and this elecover those and several other lots the valor ass Harmed to get some of
There will be a gathering of the
It is believed a den of water moc- shoulder, carrying the contents of a
raeruad already owned,
that lois.liesie AS Well AS to take the
double-barrel
gun
in
his
body,
he
workers of the Christian church at
casin snakes is located under the
The elevator will coat $20.000 and business: which legitimately belongs
floor of the caboose departnient of put up a grtat light. JailleS dealt
Fulton, Ky on November 1 and 2 to
the Illinois Central railroad shops. blow after blow, and several times will have a calm-city, of 150")00 bush- here. The boats running In the Tendiscuss the Bible school and Its varied
els. It is expected to be completed nessee, Cumberland arid Ohio rivers
Two
have been killed there in a week. the wolf seemed to have the upper
interests. Robert
W. Hopkins, of
Then it can
hand. . When neighbors came to his by Christmas and though owned by will feed this elevator
Eddie
Braille,
aasistant
to
C.
E.
Louisville, state Sunday school evanAker, who operates the air valve rescue James was almost exhausted. the N.. C. & St. L. railroad, will be be rehandled over the N., C. & St. 1.
gelist, will have charge of the met_
Several weeks ago valuable dogs operated by Mirth Bros., the grain railroad.
tester in the caboose department,
The Czar's coup.
lags. Pres. 0. A. Lewellen, of West
dealers. The deal for a big grain
As
an
addition
to the business inwere
found
dead
by
owners.
their
stooped
to
pick
up
what he thought
The government has thrown a
Kentucky College. Mayfield; J. K
It was attributed to a wolf, resident* elevator has been going on for the terests of the city, the elevator will
was
a
rubber
imitation
snake,
but
at
bemb
Into
the
Radical camp in the
Bondurant, Paducah; R. 0. Hewer
claiming to have seen the 1!
.11ailt. Sev- last six months and culminated kite be important and as now planned it
said R. L. Clark, Mayfield; G. H. C. form of an interpretation by the the touch of his fingers the snake
eral
weeks
a
ago
negro
pedestrian week with the purchase of the two, is much larger than at first considwriggled
away and tried to reach a
Stoney, of Murray, D. W. Campbell senate of doubtful points in the elecThe deal to fee the lots ha.
ered
home
going
with meat was attacked 'ots on the river,
of Wickliffe; C. K. Moore, of Clinton: tion laws, declaring that only actual hole In the floor. Mr. Linahic kilted
Facilities for taking the grain offl ueen going on quietly and was conby the wolf and the neat snatched
it.
mad G. W. Gregory are among the resident house owners are eligible to
from
his hand. Re-olden/a were the boats will be completed end the; sumniated the latter part of len
Water is atandine under the shops
speakers. AU Sunday school workers he peasant electors at the coming
Work 811sre 1881.
awakened at night by the appearance railroad already has its tracks up to week.
and this, It is thought, has produced
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 22.-The are invited. Free entertainment. Ad- elections. Persons of peasant origin,
Both corn
vomit s .
of t..4s wolf in their chickea_se.ops, the property. Big quantities of grain
vete: ere-orrIonger resident-elle the a sato-bsesidlefee- water-mese. and on siverial
were 1311111ffrcr1iace-Tre
-great storrit d rears-Older Jr-e. Reiceelerrtten,
occasions shotguns alwayiThave been handled by the handled.
resins.
villages are ineligible to vote. This
of 1881 was general throughout New
were brought into play with no rewill exclude the educated leaders of
Mexico last night, a high wind bringsults.
the peasant group, like Alladin. Aning a general snow and aleet storm
Yesterday morning W. R. Davis, of
nikin and Zhilkin, who, under the
throughout the Grand Valley. ReTwenty-ninth and Tennessee.otreets,
old system, abolished by yesterday's
ports Militate heavy loose to sheep
went out Into his back yard to feed
ukaie, were considered to be peasgrowers. The telegraph and telephone
his chickens, lie saw a gray object
AVERTED ACCIDENT TO CHEMI- ants, no
lines are almost paralysed.
matter bow Inset they have PACKING
FIRMS MAID Ti) BE at his back gate. He recognized the
CAL WAGON OF (D. NO. 3.
been absent from the paternal vilwolf, lie had no gun but picked up
snorr
To AMALGAMATE.
Litigation that may define sonic i general council reserved the right to
•
lage.
a board and started after the beast.
Malt Lake City Suffers.
duties for the next general assembly reject applications for licenses. The
The waif calmly eyed him. never
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 22.-has been started .0 the Paducah plaintiff insists that the council has
For 14 hoses this vicinity was swept Tom King, on the Seat, Slaw Wagon
veoturing to move until Davis got
courts,
no authority to refuse a license, and
teicnge
Paper
Thomas
Lip- within three feet
Says ter
by a wind storm of unparalleled seWitt. a sudden
iii M Odle if Street and Weed
Proceedings in mandamus have 4 that the city's recourse is against the
Is
Connected
With
ton
Pro
lee')
verity. Three eeriest' accidents to
forAtois
hglade
end
It Ky harrow MoirlifilL
the Weals beets
ire Stood by the Plaines% Dio bend sad forfeiters if the senses
Posed beta.
gave out a resounding we're( as it
isersona occurred. Property over •
1:11eries company in the circuit court keeper does not obey the law
In
struck the wolf full in the aide: This
wide area was devastated. Fire feato compel the board of aldermen other words the contention is ma.le
REFER
WORK
ED
IMPt:TUS
BY
served
to start It running.
red by the wind obliterated the new
naming the members, and City Clerk that the council's authority only
• Tom King, driver of the chemical
MEETINes IESTERDAY.
The route led towards the city,
plant of the Utah Packing company.
Chicago, Oct. 22.-The Evening
Henry Bailey to issue • license to goes to dictating the details of the
wagon
of Are company No. 3, Tenth
down
Tennessee
street,
The monetary Imo is approximately
news
and
the
Post today prints a story to the effect
the concern to sell liquor in quanti- manner of issuing the licensee.
and
Clay
streets,
and
several
mem$260,000. Trains arrived with Irthat a gigantic combination of pack- spread. The beast was headed off ties from one quart
to five gallons.
Another claim made Is that the
bers of the fire company narrowly esregularity or n_ at all.
Rally at the Presbyterian Church fur ing industries In this country is un- and started back. A crowd followed The hearing
is set for October 31.
caped serious injury at 4 o'clock this
rule
is in violation of tee local opthe
and
wolf
for
the
time
second
Teacher -4111101110e.1 at Broadder way. No person connected in any
City Attorney James Campbell, Jr.. tion laws of the state. These :awe
morning while answering an alarm
nay Jeethodist.
°Metal capacity at any of the large made for Davis' back yard. Emmet will
Heavy Loam at Oedess.
defend the
Mcials. Campbell state that saloons can onty be proto Twelfth street and Broadway. By
Davis, 11 years old was
waiting
Ogden. Utah, Oct. 22.-One man
Chicago packing houses could
be
Flournoy
repre
ts the plaintiff. hibited by vote of the people, and
great
presence
of
mind
on
King's
with
a double-barrel shotgun. He
was killed and $1049.0VJ worth
found
who
would
confirm
the
story.
of
The whole case
ts on the interpre- the petitioner avers that the general
property was destroyed by the heavy part and quick action In handling
The story is to the effect that the let go with both barrels and was
tation of the c
The
ter.
T.
It fixes a bond council by the extreme exercise of
C.
Rev.
Gebauer,
the
lines,
&id
the
accident
was
averted
knocked
backwards
rebound.
by
the
wind storm of last night and today.
combination is to have an aggregate
V‘ .111am Gibbs was struck by a flying and ii saved the chemical wagon worker for the State Sunday School capital of $5!toselostiiit, and to be The wolf received both barrels in for liquor dealers and authorises the !his rule may bring abopt absolute
association, spent Sunday in the city.
general council to enact rules gov- local option by refusing Browses to
plank and killed. A Catholic church from a general smashup.
controlled from England. It is de- the shoulder. It snarled and made
He preached at the Germun Evanerning the issuance of licenses. The all applicants.
was damaged and other large buildWhen the aiarm came In the horsclared that the American interests for the woods.
gelical church in the morning and at
Will James was coming along web
ings suffered. Trains between Ogden es were driven south on Tenth street.
are to dominate the consolidation and
eight delivered an llluatrated stereand Salt Lake City
that it will Include the following a board, hearing the shot and stories
have been At a point between Harrison and
()pecan lecture on "Christ's Work
stalled since last night
Madison streets King saw a heavy
cenceras in this city: Armour Pack- of the wolf's reappearance. The
and the Lord's Prayer" at this
ing company Swift & Co., Nelson- beast Jumped at him and James dealt
wagon suddenly loom up before him.
church.
Morris & Co.. National Packing com- it a blow in the side. He fought for
The
wagon
standing
was
in
the
midSnow in Minnesota.
In the afternoon a Sunday school
pany.
Schwarzschlid & Sulzberger, some time. and Just as the crowd
Duluth, Oct. 22 -Snow six inches dle of the street, where it had been
rally was held at the First Presbyterwhich followed the wounded beast
and the Cudahy Packing company.
end more deep fell last night in left by the driver. The fire wagon
ian church addressed by Mr. Gearrived, James dealt the fatal blow,
According
Key West Fla.. Oct. 12.- Survi- bunches of two and three would be
to
the
Post
was
the
right
proupon it and King had but
northeastern Minnesota, covering the
bauer.
longed stay of Sir Thomas Lipton in striking the animal in the head.
vors from one of the houseboats of washed into the sea and drowned.
Vermillion and Mesaba ore metes. little time to think.
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock Mr. GeThe wolf's teeth are long, some the Florida East Coast railway ex- Some went below for protection, bat
this country Is ronnoted with the alJerking his horses suddenly aside bauer will give a stereopticon lecture
over an inch in length. He is not tension along the Keys, tell a har- when the top of the boat was carried
he ran into the gutter. There was a at the Hebron Church in Rowland- leged consolidation.
Paducah Will Feel It.
large, but agile. Some claim he is rowing tale of death and ilestrue- away the waves rushed in and the
The weather man says the tall end crashing sound al' the huh of the town.
half wolf and half dog, but those who lion during the storm of Thursday. boat soon went to pieces. 30
SAYS HE WAS HELD UP.
or 40
of a western storm will swish,Padn- chemical wagon struck the standing
have seen wolves claim he is geauine.
Houseboat No. 4, on which were of the men being crushed to death in
rah in the face within the next iti) wagon and King continued his drive.
"illaildren's Day."
The carcass will be presented to 150 men, was struck by the storm at •he collapse. On one piece of timber
hours. And the tall will be wet and
The chemical wagon was but
Children's Day exercises were held The Horses Drive Over FM and the County Judge
R. T. Lightfoot today, 5 o'clock Thursday morning, and was IC men were clinging and nine were
tlaib
Wrecked.
cold. The storm has started down slightly damaged, and the matter yesterday morning at the BroadwaY
and the bounty of $5 claimed. This -driven Into the guff-Through Hawk's hanging to another. The side of the
the east slope of the Rocky moan- was reported to the police who are Methodist church. The program was
Is the amount fixed by law for the channel. At 6 ce.eack the houseboat houseboat was crowded with men. I,
telns where one of the worst blis- Iniestigating the case. King stated an attractive one and the pupils of
Gus Nolen, colored, driver for the
death of any carnivorous wild beast. began to break up, and as the great turned over three times, each time
ter& In years is in lull blast. Every that no lantern was set oat as a the primary department took part U. Long Cab company, was Injured-SatIt is the second wolf to be idled in waves hie her, men singly and In reducing ttre number.
indication points to a winter of great ,warning.
the music and recitation features. The urday eight while driving over the this county
within the year the first
severity. Earlier- than last year,
church was prettily decorated with till being made between Fourth and being killed near Woodville
several TWENTY-SEVEN IttlA ROI NG CARS.
FROM UNDER HIM.
snow, blizzards and storms have opSixth streets on Caldwell street.
plants and Sowers.
months ago.
ened their campaign. In Paducah,the
An interesting feature of the serv- drove over-the'irtittre of the- Mt
For Tenne...ee anti Nashiille 1111% i. Skiff Shot and Mr. Scott Went into
coal situation may become acute, and
ice was the graditaties exercises held the cab was wrecked, one hOrFie k111shin of Illinois Central.
River.
P.SRLOR,
FfRE
IN
in closing. Miss Luella Smith's clam .4 anti Nolen pinioned tinder the
Ii is possible that the cold head-ofthe-house will find rew oysters In his
of tweaLy.aue putriks-wari-grsdusted wreck. He Is seriously injured. NoMr. Will scoff, of the Scott HardThis morning local Illinois Cenhot soup, when he comes in to thaw EXISTS POLITICALLY IN SOME from the primary department into the len claims that some unknown man Causes LOX. of Furniture In Hoarding
House.
WESTERN STATES.
tral oMcols delivered to Woodstock.:Ware company, narrowly escaped
Intermediate grade of the Sunday held him up and demanded a ride.
out.
Tenn., and to the Nashville division !drowning in the river at the wharf
school, having completed all the re- Ile states that the stranger took the
Fire was discovered in the parlor of the Illinois Central the biggest or- !Saturday night while trying to gain
StIlMORIAII EXERCISES.
Believes People Are Contented and quired primary work. In the close lines and drove over the fill.
of Mrs. Sarh E. Hudson's boarding der of boarding cars ever turned out.!shore in a skiff. With Manager Lawere; Katherine Feleh Annie Belle
!Attie Interested in Agitation
house, 1148 Broadway this morning here. There were 27 in the lot. They iterwall. of the American Express
Clinard, Gladys
Warffeld, Mary
Implensive Services In Memory of
of Campaign.
BUSY WEEK MANNED.
at 4 o'clock Fire companies Nos. 3 are made from box 'cars. Windows!company, and Mr. C. J. Abbott. the
Brown, Tillie Bauer, Maud
Bush,
dellreASOIS Davis Yesterday.
and 4 answered the alarm and used are, cut and doors made. bunks ar- route agent. went over for a day's
Nellie LOVe, Louise Bonds, Lillie
Washington, Oct. 22.-Never saw Bonds Mart Smith, Harry Dalton, Hearst and Hughes to Return to the chemical engine. One tank was
Under the auspiees of the United
ranged. and everything for the con- sport. They returned to the wharf In
- Their Hard Fight .
aufficlent to extinguish the blaze. The ;sentence of section laborers install- skiffs at 10 o'clock. Mr. lagerwall
Daughters of the Confederacy were- , such lethargy." said Secretary Shaw, Nolan Terrell, Louis Lee Millard Lee,
carpet and piano were damaged. The ed. There are several big gangs and Scott were in the same boat and
leer were held yesterday afbeeno0e who dropped into Washington over William Phillips, George Bryant,
New York, Oct. 22.-The heads of
origin of the lire is unknown. The working on the Tennessee and Nash- got wedged between barges. The forBurnbam
Baker,
Clyde
at the Broadway Methediet shun* Sunday, discussing the political sit- Clyde
the state tickets rested In this city lose is
about $100 and covered by in- ville divisions, and the order was e mer left the boat and gained the
In memory of Mrs. Jet/arson Davie. ! uation in the some western states, In Charlie Rhodes, Hall Rose, Bernard
preparation
week's
for
a
in
yesterday
surance.
Woolridge, Weaks Smith,
.The Rev. T. .1. Newell and Col. R. which he has been campaigning.
"rush" one, and gotten out in a re- %her( butt Mr. Scott pulled on a rope
campaigning that Promises to be w
"Never was such condition," he
J. Barber spoke. .Mims enott sang
and shot the skiff from ureter him.
markably short time.
severe
'physical
teat
endurance
of
it
Mr. Matt Carney returned to Chiand 6Lrs. R. W. MeKianey, Mate said. "Can't 'tell whether it applies
Will Andrews, a pipe tHter's helper
half the program planned for them is
president, read a ohtsdasser sketch of to Republicans alone, but think It cago Sunday ni ht after a visit to his
in the Illinois Central has gone to
niter Man in Gnif Storm.
Rally Day Observed,
Carried Oh
Mr. Hughes will hurry
idoes not. I guess el because the mother. Mrs. M. Carney.
Mrs. Davis.
Howell, Ind., to work for the L. & N
It is thought that G. D. Hanlon. a
Yesterday WAS "Rally Das" at the
away io the afternoon for another Le
'people are contented."
Grace Episcopal Sunday school, said popular marine engineer who forsession of the upper state. Mr. Hearst
Killed at Lexington.
services were held for the occasion Merly ran between Paducah and Evwho, like Mr. Hughes returned from
John Tolley. 62 years old, of LetThrown From Vehicle,
at 9:3a) a. m. A large Sunday school ansville, was drowned in the gulf
an up state trip early today, will deSaxton, Tenn., was killed Saturday at
George Snyder. a farmer of St
membership WAS present and much storm last week. He accepted a posivote his energies this week !hien)"
Generally fair and cooler tothe N., C. & St. 1.. depot at Lexing- Johns, was thrown fro mills vehicle
It is the daily average circuInterest was evidenced.
t:on on a line of steamers and was
to New York City.
night and Tuesday. Tie highest
lation of a newspaper that the
ton, Term„ by • switch engine and a yesterday when his horse frightened
engineer on one of the boats which
temperature reached yesterday
cut of coal cars. The engine was at an automobile in which County
shrewd advertiser investigates,
sustained a great lees of life. He Is
Too Fat; Takes. His Life.
Stole 113,000 Worth.,
was 77 and the lowest today was
coming down the coal ch,ute end Tul-,Judge Lightfoot was riding, and sue"High Water" days don't count.
an intimate friend of Wide Brown.
Louisville, .Oct. 22. -Because W.:,
-DetectivesNew
York,
22.Oct.
33.
ley was trying to cross 'the tracks. tattled a broken arm. He is also sufThe flea's daily average last
weight. 300 pounds, hampered him
deputy U S. marshal.
today
Charters,
the
of
arrested
Mary
month was 3930.
He was not quick enough. His body fering from concussion. Dr
Jeff
in making a living. Richard Dennifirm of Henry Leews company, charwas horribly mangled. He leaves a Robertson. who Is attending him,
son, committed suicide with Carbolic
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Beredell
ged with stealing $6,000 ;Forth of
wife and three children.,
believe* he will recover
acid In New Albany.
ettclut night for MuirphillhDrO, II,
hr;ut,
Ciews.
jewelry
the
front
;
-

,GOOD DRIVING

BIG COMBINE

Nice Point of Law Is Raised In
Mandamus Case Against Aldermen

FIELD

Survivors Tell Harrowing Tale
of Suffering During Gulf Storm
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AN OPPORTUNITY
PADUCAH SCHOOL
FOR KENTUCKIANS WINS FIRST GAME

I'VE
SEt.L

Dairy Products Shipped From Metropolis HighYallm
North to South.
,to Prowess of Locals.
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COAL CO,

Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
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\‘'. 1Vila:1;v. a well-known men hate
the milk to present bacteria entering ond touchdown.
Manag,sr Glover atiiteit that the stre?i,
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IL Ile advised the abaition of the
The game was devoid of rough years ago
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" It ;tires Hemorrhages, Clime
meetly,
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Devll'e Island Torture.
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Is no wore* than the terrible case of
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the
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known
cure
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flubs. Morris and Brainard.
E. 8. Goode, on the aithject of
Fur deelning years is a gond subi'autlal savings ac-Intelligent Feeding '' showed how
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a great waste could be avoided by
count, Wit up during the money earoing period,
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D.posit part of your earoinigs weekly or monthly
pains to rase good feed then feed It
Ihl-k,
this
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bank. eV at 4
Cent compounded semito the cattle In a slovenly manner
annually Ion will soon have a snug mu to fell back
with much waste. Then we make a
A bulletin was posted this Moro
mistake In feedine the.' cattle ex- ing fixing it new
upon.
working St 111.t111
Islafil%01Y.011 one kind of feed. It I. in the local Illinois
Begin today
Central car
Manufac'ortrs 01
best to mix the feed slightly as in partment. The
nion, will work fro,
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gerous to put tat I le on full feed tej ten hours,
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DON'T BE FOOLED
Beer is being served
without the label. If
you want the genuine
BELVEDERE, the
master brew,look for
the label. It's on
every bottle. .t

it

CII,Cer•

iii!i

4.

•

ThePaducah Brewery Company
Patronize Home Industry

-••••111.1111.

AN EXCELLENT STAFF

1

PIANOS and ORGANS

LIMO %Err Farm.
We offer a fine land investment In
Mitrishall coont:
!Ile was of a Tennessee riser fain: located one tulle below Birmingham, Ky.
Plenty of
river bottom Ian.; and plenty of upland.
Would sell In tracts to stilt at 112
per acre or the whole body at 8110
tier acre. 0n -third cash.
WbAtemore's Keil Estate Agency.

Go to Print-eon' to Testify.
Mr. Dick Tolbert, special po.iceman for the local Illinois Central.
Flagman Liston Cron, Brakeman
Will White, colored, and sever.:
other local Elinola Central nit
went to Princeton, Ky.. this mon
Ing to appear before the grand
Pt'
to. inlict Will Jones, alias Bak,
colored
charged
with
Meant
clothes from cabooses; into which
A happy thotight,Mrs.AustIn's Pan- Is
alleged to have broken. He eei,
cake.. for 1,- , i,fast. Ready in a Jiffy.
arrested on September 21 by the P
due ah special polieeman.
II0111; ENDOVISEMENT.
Seralce Eaaminationa.
Hundred. of Paducah I'll ireful Can
Fein more examinations for po
Tell lee All About it.
Thula in c.vii•nervice are urdered
follows: Teacher, Philippine aersat
Home endoraement, the public exNo ve m be_r _ill., Deretahff 1; hahn--a
pression_ of _Paducah_ people. should tory
assistant, (qualified in op.
he evidence beyond dispute for, evbureau of standards. November
ery Padiessh reader-, Surely the exmechanical draftsman, Novembet
Perience of friends and neighbors,
and plumber and steam Stier No :
aheerfully given by them, ail carry
vember 21.
more weight than the Utterances of
strangers residing In far-away plaW. C. T. V. Pnwident.
ces. Head the following:
Boston, Mass.. October 22.-- Th.
T. W. Woodson, or 40 south
Connless of Carlisle was
I
Ninth streee.painter, employed with
president of the World'a W. C. 'I- i
C. D. Warren. las 1-2 Broadway. Pa- today
to succeed Lady Henry Sonoducah. sap': "Every painter Is more
set, who declined re-election.
or less troubled/with his kidney-son
--neeount of the nature of his work.
Clay Street Illargaln.
We all know what causes it, but how
North side between 16th al. !
to remove It Is a mystery, I tried five rooms, :A foot lot, 21.1 ,
lots 'of medicine and
different third cash.
•
Whittemore's Real Estate azency
schemes, but until I procured Doan**
Kidney Pills at DuBois. Kolb & CO's
drug store and took them I met with
Very indifferent alleC01112. They cure,
'
the trouble."
For sale by at dealers, Price
cents. Foster-alilloirn Cqe Buffs:,
NPR Vol k. sole agetrts for the Unit"
State,.
Renton:1;er the name - Doan
and -take tie other.

1

Coal will advance Nov. 1. Ca,s are in great demand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can be
delive red.
Delays will be expensive to you, so orier now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.

fflechanics and
Farmers Savings Bask

=777

227 Broadway

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
318 BROADWAY
E P. Bourg:tin tuner.

W. T. MILLER & BRO.

Foreman Bros.„Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Phone 1941.a

Inc.irpi

Lemon
Lotion

house wining, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122.124 IN. urt
Phone's 757
_

keel' asser skin in
eerfeet ctiTiidi toll, I 'arc.:

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

Chaps,
Rough Skin
and kindred diseases.

When doreOing oa the Pitteling or Heating question is:
Who's the best to see
Ask yout neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you tc

MPHERSON5
DRUG STORE

Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70
4111=81111111111111111181111MMXIMINIla

I

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom st;,- r,:hed only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and tides of the
boaoin?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you. ;

E. D. HANNAN

Made end sold only at
AISPC•THE DOCTOR

isommoommoommins

Plumbing, Beating, Gas Fitting
1

132 South 1-4ourth

325 ICe.oritu..:lcy Ave.

iramimmommommosemosm

THE UP.TO.DATE,STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Ill _Alt Phut-144.es 201
er

•4

litlY YOUR COAL NOW

I . ,Q. H.
I Baldwin & Co.

i.

••

_

HUMMEL BROS.,INSURANCE--Phone 279

•
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MST'S FRAUDS OFFICERS CHOSEN
TO SECURE NAMES FOR THE PRIMARY
Shilling Apiece For Petition Democratic Sub-committee Seof League.
lects From List.
'141

thy 1 nth
'
Il.11 With !submitted by seseral Pres inct ComAltitla4 ina liefore Election Coinmitteemen of McCratkeis
nalsnioners.
County.

CANDIDAYEN MAY ME DROPPED. NAMES

•

010

VHOSEN WORK 9304

PADUCAH IiivENINU SUN

GRAND DISPLAY AND OPENING OF FINE
FUR COATS TOMORROW AND WEDNESDAY. EVERYONE INVITED .0 *

&
14
1
4°
PA DUO

OVER FORTY 'STYLES OF FJR COATS
TO SELECT FROM AND SPECIAL LOW
PRICES WILL PREVAIL. .0 .0 .0 .0 0

A Premature Display of Fine Fur Coats at LeVy's
TomorroW Morning
have just gotten a great assortment of Fur Coats in Near Seal, Electric Seal, Pony
Skin, Persian
W E other
kinds. The assortment of coats are here for the sole purpose of pleasing any lad y
who

Lamb, Astrachan and
is desirous of buying a fur
coat at any time this fall or winter season. At no time has any store in Western Kentucky
ever exhibited a variety of coats like
we have now to show. Just think of it—over forty styles and prices ranging trom $1s.98
to $165. We guarantee our coats to
give satisfaction and be the newest, latest and most modern in cut and style.
If you had not expected to get your coat so early, and haven't the money to spare, you
may select it, make a small deposit on it and we will hold your coat until you are ready to take it home with you.
Not at any other time this season will we have so many styles as we now have. For your
benefit, as welt as ours, we have
made special low prices on these coats. We have done this in order to place in Paducah
more coats of fur than has ever been
known here in any one season, or even all season combined.
Exhibition begins tomorrow morning and lasts until Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock.

New York, Oct. 22.—Charges of
(Hikers to serve at all the county
the most remarkable frauds have precincts in
the Democratic primary
been made by half a dozen district for state officers
to be held on elecleaders of Tamtuam; Hail agaiast tion day
were choaen Saturday by a
Hearst agents and have been filed In sub-committee
of the county Demothe way of &Misfits before the board cratic
committee. The committee is
of elections. It is alleged, and there composed
of Mann W. Clark, Wilare volimmi of proof to sustain the
liam Yams-, Coon Johnson, W. S.
charges, that petitlonif for the lncle:
Purdon and Lee D. Potter.
pendence league candidates for the
The officers were selected from a
assembly and the senate are practielist submitted by the several prefly worthless.
cinct committeemen.
follows:
Thomas J. :McManus, Tammany
Primary Officers.
leader of the eleventh assembly disBerry's--Josalih E. Potter. Dick
trict, will on Monday present thirtyHolland, James Ware and John
five affidavits bearing out the contenDean.
•
tion; John F. Curry, Tammany leader
lielber—Wiley Hall. Eben Allof the thirteenth district, will present
cock, Walter Purchase and John
132 affidavits; William Dalton and
Hudson.
Ismsomommatemm
Peter L. Doollng, coleaders of the
Hendron's---Moses Starr, R. J.
will- have another
Math district
bunch; W. J. Boy han. leader of the Chapple, Bud Gibson and Arch Tate.
Massac—Thomas Overstreet. H. C.
foartenth, will have more, end it is
said that Maurice Featherson. leader Johnson, G. W. Burnpass. Jr., and P.
Thestrical ?row
of the twenty-second district will offer H. Owen.
Milan—C. E. Jett. R. M. Peyton
others.
The Hearst managers, It is said, A. F. Mlles and T. B. Fauntleroy,
Butler's—L. A. Barnes. Charles
paid as a general price for these
rP141W. to ItOnk J1111
names 12 4 cents apiece and expenses Slinkard, Jere Gilbert and Pete
Mr. Louis James. the a
known!
E.ch.
They did not look closely Into the
actor who Is at present touring the'
Plow Factory—Sam Holland, Ed
character of the men they sent out
we-t and who played here at The
Pearson, George Natty and James E.
to solicit them.
Kentucky early In February, was
The remit is. in the opinion of Berry.
given a serpr:se on his sixty-fourth
Clark's River—Burton
many lawsers who have made an InGholson. birthday. October 3. by the members
vestigation of the petitions now on Tate Finley, Joseph
Watson and of his company including Miss Lilliai
file with the board of elections, that Evert Phelps.
lAncaster, of this efts. The BozeCeeil--P, J. Snow, B. Frank Wil- man, Mont., paper,
many of the candidates will be
give* a descripcox. Owen Clark and Walter Griffin. tion ot the stair as follows:
thrown off the ticket.
Lang's --John Lilly, Toni Davis,
The :Id of October (yesterday).
John Choice and Steve Allen.
was Mr. James' sixty-fourth birthday.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
New Hope-- H. F. Foster, W. A. Ills csmpany- all went together and
••
Dein.% -Ileirdette tn. Iteiwrtorie To- Langston, G. A. Ward and W. J. gave him a silver loving cup enCunt•Ingham.
night—The Power of Truth,
graved (et z tb,, following: "64, good
Harper's—011ie Poet, Henry Kom- wishes to [mills James, from
Judging from the demand for kle, T. Lewis and Edward Johnson. company'''. October 3 19411',."
Florence Station--George Houser.
seats tbe coming week will gee crowdIn one scene of the play a boy cared houses. at The Kentueky. the De- John Deidrick, Crate Bass aud Till
Pew-Burdette Stock compans is the man Woods.
Lamont—William Smith, Frank
attraction. Tonight "The Power of
Truth" will be presented and it has Kelley, Barnett Hill and R. L. Potan especial Interest In that it will re- ter.
Hoverkarnp— Ben Hoverkamp, K.
ceive its first local presentation by a
stock company. It is a splendid play J. M. Derrington, II. I.. Harrison and
with a dash of sensational as well as London Sears.
lively comedy on the side, brim full
Woodville -- Hugh
Marsha I
of Interesting features, a strong story George Allen, Charles Unselt and
and plot. A special feature at each Guy Murphy.
Performance will be the vaudeville
Ragland—L. E. McKinney, 0.
numbers given between each act Hawkins, Henry Allcoek and Charles
heeded by Miss Minnie Durree, the Price.
eltamplun lady back and wing dancer
Rosaington—Williain Smith,Thomof the south.
as Spent*, John McCage and Burke
Hill.
NAroLgox noe•V•laTE
Grahamville — Marcus
MR,iir
Showe.d. at the battle of Austerlitz.
he W.1a the greatest leader In the world. Richard Reeves,
William
.
Balard's Snow Liniment has shown the and Jesse
Bennett.
public it is the hest Liniment In the
world. A quick cure for Rheumatism,
Maxon—Ed Willett. Lee Waiters,
Sprains. Burns, Cuts. etc. A. C. Pitts.
Rodessa. IA., says: "I uss Rallards Clint Randle and John Harris.
Snow Liniment In my family and find
Gellman's—Edward Eaker, C. W.
it unexcelled for sore chest. headache.
corns. In fact for anythlug that can b* Morrison, Thomas Nance and Daniel
reached by a liniment."
L. Adams;
Sold by all druggists.
Henneberger's— S. T. Wooten,
Jleffersou Street Lot.
James Downs and William Little.
Between 23d and 24th,
foot lot
Savage—J. P. Holt, William
F.
$650. No building restrictions.
Whittemore's Reel Estate Agency. Bradshaw, Jr., T. J. Doseett and
George Dulguid.
Rogers'— Al Townsend, John RoWhen a miser marries he picks out
Woman a ho looks nice in her old gers, Joseph Yelser and William I..
clothes.
Young.
Mk. slitutie list Pri-e. 411448,40°n
Warehouee-- James R. Browne, lady Init k And Nina dattcer, us ith the
David J. Levy, Amos Price and A. "DePew vaturtiette Stoik Comisaisy."1.
Franke.
Glauber's—A. H. Patton, William ries him a stein of ale and ,instead
Bougeno. Fritz Kettler and George of c.arrying the old one he-used the
Lee.
16Ving cup filled with
champagne.
Chalit's-Toni Reed, George Greif, No mention was made of it excepting
William _Walker and T. B. Chalk.
the lines In the play, but the whole
Look for Pease on Shoo
South Side Fire Station-- Jac audience caught the idea and a oShehan, John Endress. Will Scott DInudgil. After the scene was over
Mr. James treated all his Compand Eugene White.
Diegel's—J. H. Roof, Frank Ea- to champagne In hie dressing ram
ker, Joe Bonds and William T. Byrd. which had also been decorated.
The walls were eovered with flo
Yaney's-- John 0.-Steele. J. N.
Moore, John Prince and C. F.Schroe- and bunting and leaves. Over r
dressing tables were two flags croder.
Kirkpatrick's—Jesse S. Young,Wil- ed and a big picture of Mr. I .
liam B. Walters.W. 14, Miller and J. freniNi In red.white and blue hi,
while at the 'comers of the pict.1
L. Berryman.
South Side Court House No. 1— was a horse show.
Over the door a as a bow,
W. C. Clark. C. S. Greason, James T.
mountain laurel with poppies
Patent
Leake and Joseph Washington.
Leather
North Side Court Honse-- Joseph sweet peas. The electric lights
Button
Ullman,
H. F. Lyon, W. H. Pattei-son In Japanese lanterns and the microni
Bost;
all framed In white bunting and tiny
-Shark
and John W. Skelton.
Fin"
The precinct committeemen did flags.
Sole
On a small table in the center of
not submit names of officers for the
South Side of the Court House No. 2 the room was a cake with "L. .1.
For many years we have pleased
precinct, or Schmidt's precinct. These 64, 1906" on It in icing.• and
the "man who cares." Why not
many tiny candles aroud the cake as
officers will be chosen later on.
convince yourself of the merit of
it would hold, and in the tenter was
The state Democratic committee
the Florsheim Shoe? After once
a tiny bisque figure of a baby leanfurnishes the ballots for the primary
wearing a pair you will always
ing on Its elbows. The cake wits all
while the county committee will arlook for the 'name on strap.'
lighted when Mr. James came In.
range for the voting booths Inside
Most styles are $5.00
when he cut the cake giving each
which the officers will sit to conduct
one a silre with a lighted eandle.
Err-leave Arne
the election.
Several newspaper men were invited
and partrxik of the repast wishing
Watts Boulevard Barge ie.
Mr. Janses many more happy birthNe%
25th street near Jackson
days.
two-atom, live-room home, GO toot
306
1•4111.1111P
$1;,._pur4—
lot, $2410 cash
Keats 1;1,1 rod orpu
,
r on hit
nuanth.
- irtittir'were's Rest-gefIrte 'Affmtcy.

Special Prices on Fur Coats—OVer Forty Styles to Select From
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Timely
Suggestion
At this season of the year
use a

GAS HEATER

Strong
School Suits

It will add immensely
to your

COMFORT

The men who make our boys' suits know
their business. They know boys and they
know clothes-making. In our INDFSTRUCTIBLE SCHOOL SUITS we have the
results of
their best efforts. They are made—from
strong, yet handsome, English Tweeds,
Worsteds, etc , and the pants are GUARANTEED NOT TO RIP.
We want you to see the
attractive styles in which these suits are
built—ask about thc new Knickerbocker
Coat with either bloomer of straight pants.
Priced from

As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.
AT rial Will Convince You

$3 up to $5

Mail us this coupon and our
solicitor will call.
A PAIR OF EXTENSION ROLLER
SKATES WITH EACH SUIT COSTING $3.00 OR MORE .0
.og a.

Name

eJ"' SHOE

THE PADUCAH . LIGHT AND POWER CO.

Pique
Button

Lendler & Won,

Broad way

1r

db.

.41•Pellints

TO LET

For Quick Piehre Rao*
and Wall Paperiag

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

foroz, t tlp
1 Mr Ile W
;au
goods bare arrived and
we ask that you have
y oil r rooms papered
and your pictures framed before the holiday
rush. This picture will
be given free with any
order of framing as well
pt pe

Sanderson &Co.
Ihrig 1513

American-German National Bank

421 Irsitary

227 Broadway

Gay Nance.

Lee Nance, Jr.
M. Nence, Embalmer
Whits Ambulance for Sick and Iniurstd Only

OUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now Pht•no 41,14.
Old Phone C•449
Orson flay nnti Night.

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

PAGE FOUR
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free its prisoners. The peace and
good name of the city depends as
much on the character of the police
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
Judge as on the character of any
other official. In answer to a demand
0111ATED
1711141/17
.
of many good citizens, who have no
M FL:411E1C, President.
special object to subserve, but who
E J PANesee. lit neral Manager.,
only ask that the law be enforced,
ISSCHIPTION RATES'
(Entered at the postoffice at Paducah, Hon. E. W. Bagby has consented to Educational And Workmen
'
s
as innond (lass inatt(r.,
stand for election. Het strength lies
THE DAILY SUN
Bills of Interest.
Sy carrier, per week
$ .19 with law-abiding, fair-minded people
salt. pe, ,,r
.41) who want
officials
with no :secret
OWL pai
am,
4.10
strings to them.
.1 •
THE
Ii
Irish Queation .tivtaye Haunts SCS.
Per year, by
I ..$1.00
Address THL
Ey,,
peon But May
Deferred
Complaint has been made, with
Mk*, Ill South Third.
Phones Hi how mach met it we are unable
Again.
to
Payne k Young, Chicago and New say, that market
gardeners daily are
. "rig
-rept'i aentati% rs.
violating the market rules and sellTHE SUN ran be found at the followflag nieces:
ing their products to the grocerymen
M. CLEMENCEAU IN
FRANCE
R. D. Cit meats & Co.
before the hour fixed in the regulaVan Culin Bros.
Palmer limise.
tions.
The most recent complaint
„ham
wee made Friday. A man went to the
London, Oct. 22.- Parliament
market Thursday and found a few
turnips on sale four for a dime. He will reassemble next Tuesday sett.
went to the wagon of a gardener,who two serious controversies le ri
•
had been selling them at e0 cents and the meeting promises 'i,
‘IoNn.tv, ocroisEit =.
the bushel.
qut.
The gardener had a renewed attention to public
load, but said it was,sold. Ile was tions.
CIRCULITION ST ITENIENT.
The session will be marked
seen to deliver it to a well known
grocer and on Friday turntps were two conflicts, one between tI •
September, MOO.
bringing 25 cents the peck. This of lords and the house of te
.
1........3881
17
3975
whole transaction took place before over the education bill, and the 0th
.3885
18
3948
the hour fixed in the regulations. If er between the government and tie
4
.3878
19
3942
this wrongful
practice is common, labor party over the workmen',
6
.3860
20
3931
the citizens of Paducah are being compensation bill.
.3902
21
3959
The controversy
between
cheated out of a considerable sum of
7
.3917
22
3949
house
of lords and the house of
money.
At
any
rate,
the
citizens
are
8
.3913
24
3938
mous over the education bill, espeentitled to an investigation.
10
.3931
36
3929
cially in the matter of religious in11
.3900
26
3935
Tammany Leader Murphy, who struction. may lead to serious con12
.3911
37
4019
accuses
the Independence league of sequences, and possibly cause an ap13
.3960
28
4045
New York of holding up candidates. peal to the country.
14
.3992
29
4003
The Trish question is a slumbering
has gone before the grand jail, with
15
.3965
his charges.
We hope politicians volcano which may break out at any
Total
98,478
will persevere in the prectice of in- moment but there is believed to be
Average for September. 1906 3939 voking the inquisitorial powers of a tacit understanding that it will go
Average for September, 1905
3656 the state. The grand Jury IS a great over to the next session for full discleanser, and we have iniplkit faith cussion.
teenage ••
283 in its purifying properties as applied
Clemencean Heauist Cabinet.
to politics.
Paris, Oct 22.-As was expected
Personally appeared
before me,
How it must fret the energetic el Clemenceau, minister of the intethis October 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton.
general nianarer of The Sun, who O- Mr. Roosevelt to be tied in Wash- rior, was summoned today to the
lkens that the above statement of the ington by the cords of conventional- Etym.e palace and entrusted with the
:ae'culation of The Sun for the month ity while. the Republica. managers task of forming a new ministry.
September, 1906, rs true to the seeming!) are supinely allowing the
best of his knowledge and belief.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
mountebank, Hearst, to romp away
'TER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
Palmer-L. W. Bartlett. St. Louis,
with the election in New York.
J. C. W. Beckham. Frankfort: S. P.
My commission expires January
Advance notices of a new publica- Gibbons, New York; W. F. Davis,
32. 1908.
tion. designed to fill a dubious want. Nashville; L. Phillips, Murray; S.
25 bong Coats for ladies in plaids, absolutely correct in colors, worth $9.00,
called the "Race Question and Gibson, Pittsburg; Isaac Strouse, Jr..
at
Southern Symposium" coins from Baltimore; Holmes Cummins, LynchDaily Thought.
The man who has beget' to live Atlanta. We feel we can heartily burg, Va.: A. L. Schell, Nashville:
35 Long Coats, new in style and beauty,' come in
more seriously vethin begins to live condemn "The Race Question" be- G. W. Patten, Prioceiton; N. Harper.
ton, castor and black, worth $10,
Mayfield: B. G. Meting. Melia°,
More
dully
without - Phillips fore we see it.
at
G. A Love, Cinelanabl; A. A. Jones,
Brooks.
1 lot Long Coats in tan, castor and black, extraordi
In a game of baseball at Louisville New York: D. D. Adams. Smithland.
nary
style and beauty; regular $12.50
Beivederefl
-C.
Anderson.
LouisE.
REM HIM IN CITY TICKET.
between two theatrical companies
values, at
$1
ville. S. D. Tucker, Memphis; F. J
lied. the "Wise Guy" and "His
Brucker, Louisville; Milton 'Sanchez.
1 lot Long Costs, all colors, a combination of stile.
City Judge--Eninitt W
Last Dollar." the score was 23 to
St. Louis; W. W. Williamson, Cairo.
beauty and workmanship, worth $18,
Aldermen.
23. Isn't that always the ease whet.
Ill ; J. S. PerrIne, Anew, III.; C. P.
111
0. B. Starks, E. E. Bee, John Far- a wise guy plays his last dollar
Rattle, Louisville. II. B. Greble, St
ley, W. T. Miller.
Louis; Ed w. Epstein,
•
Consider only the record of the
Councilmen,
Fred Lamp, Indianapolis.
present general council: If it measFirst Ward-John W. Bebout.
Second Ward --J. M. Oehischlaeger. ures up to your expectations when
New Roofs for Khops.
you elected it, endorse it record by
Third Ward-H. S. Wells.
A new roof is being put on the lore-electing
the members whose terms
Fourth Ward -II. W. Katterjohn,
s
cal Illinois Central machine shops
long term; F. S. Johnston, short eapire this year.
and after it is finished a new roof
term.
will be pot on the local freight car
Upton Sinclair says his new Sofia:Fifth Ward --Samuel A. HIM
repairing shops.
1st colony is on its feet already.
- Sixth Ward- H. S. Barnett,
Such enterprises gene-ally get on
School Tentacles.
Mr. Sit:fury Loeb is in St. 1.011it on
their last legs early in their careers. business.
First Ward-J. J. Gentry.
Second Ward --J. K. Bondurant
Large Trader Falls,
Third Ward -H. C. Hoover.
YOU DON'T- HOVE 'TO WAI
Every dome sakes you feel better. Loa - Poo
Counsel for the New York Central ayers! localittee.
New York. Our. ::2 --The lettere
Fourth Ward- -Dr. C. G. Warner.
kee-,4 your Wbolo !asides right. Sold no the and Hudson
River Railroad compaIt was announced at the state de
Fifth
Ward--Enoch
Yarbro and was announced iie the Consolidated nosey-hack piss everywhere. Price So •
ny concluded their argument at But- partment that Herbert G. Squiers, of
stock exchange of P. T. Waite, a
John Murray'.
kb o 3esterday in behalf of the com- New York, had been selected to be
large trader on his own account.
Si' th Ward- Capt. Ed Farley.
How the Blood Flow Affects Health.
pany in the demurrer against the in- American minister at Panama to sucFew people appreciate the necessit------ ----dictments found by the federal ceed Charles E. Magoon.
Capt. John McCandless left last ty of
keeping
the
blood
in
every
way
THE SCHOOL BOARD.
night for SL Louts.
grand jury at Jamestown
Senor Don Jorge Munoz, GuatemaN. Y.
in good condition if they would have
Republican candidates for school
lan minister to the United States,
ratite Hazel reserved his decision.
good health.
trustees in Paducah have a platform
54.144.411444114.44.44114•015.411•44•444114.41.4414440444140441.44114.4
W. J. Bryan made A'. brief cam- died In Washington as the result of
There are two factors in disease,
adopted at the convention before
which, by an endless variety of chan- paigning tour of noethern Colorado an attack of malaria, complicated
they were chosen and to the support
ges and combinations define every yesterday. The principal towns visit- with stomach troubles.
of which they have pledged themed were Greeley. Fort' Conine and
departure from nermal conditions.
selves its accepting the nomination
00eIMITTED SUICIDE.
These are the BLOOD and the Boulder. He closed his ctiniwitign in
That platform le to perform the duNERVES. They sustain life, and Colorado with a speech at the rail-.
ties of their office with an eye single
END it.
road station in Denver, after which Bishop Pollen's Daughter Hanged
to the best interests of the schools,
Nei-melt in a Sanitarium.
The blood must maintain a steady, he left for Indianapolis.
regardless of personal preferences
swift and equal flow or bad coneeSurprise Is manifested at Demoana individual concern Not ()fey d:
.1
Cromwell, CArni.,'Oct. 22.-It was
quenees folOw. Every organ and tis- cratic congressional committee headthe convention give special heed
sue must get its right share of_blood, quarters In Washington over the re- staled here that Mrs. LaILLII. Cowelln,
the demands of the itu hoots, but the
daughter of Bishop Henry C. Potter.
no more, no less. Stop it and the sys- etisal of Representative Zenor to
at- f New York, committed suicide
esi.ritonnel of the school board ticket
by
tem is soon poisoned with acellOWthe
committee'
s ruling in his hanging at a private sanitarium here
chosen is seeh as to give meaning
laud body sewage, and lack of prop- 4pntest with the Hon.
W. E. Cox in Tuesday night.
and purpose to the declefation of the
er uourtahment sets up, headaches. die Third_Incli
ana distria.
stitete_sitad as many of the honorable
tired, worn out sensations, an _We • One of the
planks
the resolu- Renter Miteeker Cert for Grounelhel.
railings in life are represented eitati
JO energy a.71 other
kindred ail- tion% adopted by Tenineeelie Baptists
Winona, Minn., Oct. 22.-William
there are candidates on tire- Metre
ments follow.
hiefore their ndjournmeat at Clarks- Cason while on a hunting expedition
our
Such a list of names as this it Is difslight the blood flow, and they all ville
yesterday, urges that no minis- today near Hayfield. Minn., shot and
Sena to excel: First ward,
Genleave.
ter perform the marriage ceremone kitled Mabel Sevenson, fourteen years
ire: Second. J K. Bondurant; Third,
This Is the Osteopathic theory. it
for any person divorced for other old, whom he had mistaken for a
1-1. C. Hoover. Fourth Dr. C. G. Warmerely goes hack to the beginning
groundhog.
than
a scriptural reason.
ner; Fifth, Enoch Yarbro and John
of disease. It finds most disease Is
It is intimated that the Interna.liklurray: With. Capt. Ed Farley. To
Edgar Allan Poe slept with his
associated with an abnormal blood
tional policyholders' committee may cat
those arquainted
and was inordinately proud of
with
dew.
them they
swear out warrants for officers and his feet.
need no reconine•ndation. You citiEspecially during the fall and winagents of the New York Life Insur
Rene who do not know them should
ter months Is It necessary to keep the
mace company for alleged improper
acienaint yonrselveit with their republood now right. Exercise of the
tumbrels In soliciting votes for the
tations. Thus
right sort Is a good stimulant for
will hear investiga"Administration ticket."
tion.
circulation, hilt the dry hot air treatThe statement of the New York
ment, followed by the
Osteopathic
clearing-house banks for the week
treatments,
which
I
am
giving
with
Discouragement of crime, Sabeuch marked good results, is the best shows that the banks hold $6,200,bath breaking and social disorders is
more than the legal reserve retreatment
yet discovered.
better accomplished by the Inexoragale...meats. This is a decrease of $6.Why?
Simply
because
they go to
ble enforcement of the law through
123.450 is compared with the previthe basis.
the operations of a just court than by
ous week.
Come
to
me
see
at
time
any
and
I
ally other means. The pikes court
can easily satisfy you that I can soon APresident Roosevelt has approved
eat:editss crime in its incipiency. It's
suggestion that Georgia shall rebuild up the run-down system, while
criminal business is an hundred fold
you are attending to your metal du- produce as its state building at the
greater than that of the cireult
ties. I shall, too. be pleased to refer Jamestown exposition the old colocourt. By its stringent regulations
you to people you know well who are nial Bulloch Hall, at Doswell. Ga..
the criminal element is driven from
enthusiastic in thee. praises of the the birthplace of the president's
the city, disorderly persons rehave the quality, appearance and
mother.
treatments.
wearing abilities of custom made
pressed and the lives and property
While tranquility generally preMy office hours are froTt 8 to 12
garments. WhIte or ,olor.fast fabrics.
of enigmas protected. The beet poa. 171 and 2,10 4 p.m.
Os sod of like • coat.
vails In Cuba. reports 'Ore reaching
llee fore. in the 'world conk' not
$1.50 and mere
Dr. 0 B "'ROMA, 616 lorestatilsy Havana to the otteetiolihat rtrrhtg
CLUETT, PICASODY• O.
sy crime, If the police court set
,Phone 140Y.
:armed bands are bevering about In
Eibmwd OekheintabliHWY Paid
Vie

PARLIAMENT TO
MEET TOMORROW
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EXCLUSIVE STYLES IN CLOAKS

601
lie
tat
ter
ws
Th
dri

If you are looking for something in cloaks that is just a little different from what you have seen, and
soruething that is absolutely correct in style and beauty, Guthrie's is the place to find it.
1(() Long Coats in cloth; come in plaids, tan,
castor and black; extra value in fabric, perfection in
styles and workmanship, and the ravishing beauty of
these coats make them an easy winner $10 T 'KO
They range in price from
CI 0
The largest and most complete line of Furs in the
city, ranging in price
from.
Come in and familiarize yourself with the correct
styles ia Weeps and4ank The same eoarteey will be
shown whether you buy or not. We want you to see
our line.

$8.50
V.50
100
$15.00

pr
16

fl $40
_50e

ed
wi

A Complete Line of Misses' and
Children's Cloaks.

A Complete Line of Misses' and
Children's Cloaks.
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322-324 Broadway
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$18 Value Suits
for $15, at the
Wew Store

in

These suits arc another of
famous specials. A splendid line of
of Cheviot, Worsted and
Cassimere suitr, cut in
the extreme and conservative styles, carefully
tailored throughout, and
the peer of $18 suits sold
elsewhere. The only difference in them ii the
price.
They come in a ide
range of patterns and
have our guarant e ehind them.
Drop in to see them,
you won't be urges to
buy.

4

4

II

No puckering of the goods after making.
P

No wrinkles at all in your dress.
No running of colors.
No shrinking,of the garment.
No sagging of the skirt.
A garment is not reliable that has not
been sponged.
We charge only Sc a yard for sponging.
We shall give a demonstration all next
week.
Come in and see for yourself.

while it is news.

4
,
5

No spotting by water.

iubscribe for THE SUN and get the

a
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Duplex Spotless
Steam Shrinker
Advantages

GOAT SHIRTS

RR valuer for .51:;"
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THE PADUCAH EVENINU SUN
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[

People- and
Pisseaist Events

The very newest and most
stylish garments for ladies,
misses and children are to be
found in the immense stock at

Parties sending Us accounts of social etertainusente will plegose sign
them, as The sue VI ill not puhilah
l'4)......Unfree's:tux, lent in that are allot
signed.

after %tsiting Miss
In Louisville.
Claire St. John, of North Fifth street
Miss Kate Crumbaugh
has returned from a visit In Dyersburg,
Tenn.
Mr. E. L. Wilson, clerk at the poetoffice, went to Hansom today for hie
health. He has just recovered after
an attack of typhoid fever. lIi wife
and tiott accompanied hint.
Mrs. J. G. Brooks and Miss Ethel
Brooks returned last night trout a
tese to Dciner.

31163636%3535306.1616353CW‘WM36313i3MWICIAWAlk.15%3630636111

17118.
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NOW IS THE accepted time for
tou to look about your fire and tornado insurance, as fall and winter are
:outing. Remember the Old and reliabie Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No. 128 Soule Third street. Of.
tke telephone No. 940.
Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance companies, which are paying their losse1
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry.
Give pa a cal:.
- FOR RENT-Oats side ol store
423 Broadway. Phones 151S.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey, old phone 71$-r.
ROOMS with or without board,
726 Jefferson street.
FOR RENT-Two rooms, 1010
Jones street.

HART'S NEW HEATERS'
Have just reached here. They possess

Baltimore Invites Paductahans.
m any points of merit not shown in all
The following invitations have bee./
stoves.
New ideas of forcing the draft
received to ties city,
"His honor, the mayor, and sewerto the exact point needed to bring quick
age commission cordially invite you
and continuous results, producing the
to be present and participate in the
greatest amount of heat from a given
ceremonies incident to the beginning
The second week of the October
of work on the sewerage system ofquantity
of fuel.
civil term of McCracken circuit
Baltimore city storm water drains,
court, begen this morning.
Judge
intereection of tensor teed
Lavante
Reed is presiding and cases are set
streets,
at
10
a.
m.,
'eating
plant
Exclusive Ready-toExclusive Ready- OSixth street, Walbrook, just south of ahead for three weeks.
Wear Siete
ther Sive,
The Jury are: T. H. Marshal. F. C.
W. M. R. R., at 3 p. tn., Monday, Oc317 Broadway
Charupy, E. C. Rudolph, B. J. Bil317 Broadway
tober 22od, 1906."
Mr. Calvet W. hood rick. a Padu- lings, Lawrence Petter, J. E. Eley,
cah boy, Is chief engineer of the sew Dan Newman. G. W. Thompson, S.
WANTED- Good second
hand
W. Hedges, H. F FOater. K. R.
and
Pickerell, the preacher. who "rage commission of Baltimore. and
range. Call old phone 1440.
Flournoy,
T.
J.
Davis,
R.
M.
Alien.
was mu out of town is lu the hands his former huut is remembered.
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
W. W. Williams, W. J. Whitehead.
Not only have heat vitas in abundance
Leali LINES.
of Chief of Police Collins who Yell
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Stanley,
William
Fred
Gellman.
tinurming kNachre.
try to And him a home. The boy is
Rudy-, Phillips & Co.
but are radiators, circulators and deMr. and Mrs. A. Davis, of 1213 John Rock, L. Reber, G. W. Webb. J.
an orPhau and has been thing on a
FOR SALE--Edlson phonograph
P.
Newman,
flectors
J.
C.
of heat. They are also under
Householder,
T.
H.
Monroe
street,
entertained
a
few
sbauty boat,
and 50 new records. Apply W. E.
friends Saturday evening in honor of Dale. F. M. Burger, Andy Yopp. J. Cochran, 403
-Just received a shipment of
complete
-For Dr. Peudley ring 1I6.
control of the dampers,
Broadway.
Stacy-Adame, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
--Our customers are our best ad- Mr Davis mother, Mrs. E. Davis, W. Spence. J. C. Babb. E D. ThurFOR
RENT-One
in
"apartmentwhich saves fuel and gives the heat only
and Douglass Shoes. Regular price vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- of Evansville. Games and
music man, J. II. Council and eW. W. GardSans Some Flat. Possession Novemwere the features of the evening. A ner.
when
needed.
$6.00; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at ley Bros. Phone 339.
ber I. W. E. Cochran.
Ethie Uederwood Shati a suit
Ike Cohen's pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-The groven-month'.old infuut of luncheon was served. Amoig those
FOR SALE-New 6-room house,
ond St.
John Mack, colored of the Benton present were Mr. and Mrs. John against JUM I% Underwood en divorce nice home; a
good loves:Mem. Call
-City Jailer Tom Evitts gave his road, e ad Saturday night of spinal Croat. Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Davis, Mr. allegiug abandonment. Tbey were
at once 1621 Clay street.
married
and
June
Mrs.
e,
lu
1953e
Metropolis
John
Cutilare
Miss Lena
adopted eon, Herbert Seats, an out- trouble and was buried Sunday at
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
and separated July 3, 59113. She
Flint and Mr. Thomas Trani.
ing Sunday to Clark's river section Grove's chapel la the count).
with bath 1036 Madison street. Apasks
restoration
of
for
Ser
the
maiden
in celebratioe of his tenth birthday.
-We have the exclusive agency
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Reception to Debutante.
time, Kittle Franklin
A four horse wagon was secured to for the Globe-Wernicke filing cabiMis. Charles E. Jennings has hThe jury In the ease of the Padu- -FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Tatake the party to the ceentry. Nuts nets and supplies. Call on us whea
awed invitations to a reception for cah Pac.eing company against J. W. males go to "Shorty's'. Ill % South
you need anything in the line. R. D.
and grapes were secured.
Oetotier 27 from 3 to 5 o'clock at her Howell, suit for damages on breach Third or 117 North Fourth,
--Taspayeha whose flamed
ap- Clement & Co.
of collaring, found for the defendant.
HICKORY WOOD-Pones, Old
pear in the efecial delinquent list in
--Old Reliable Carterville, 111., home, Oak Lawnen Arcadiaen honor
The jury this afternoon is hearing 442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
of her niece. Miss Mary Bondurent,
Tbe Sun may have their names washed nut, and egg coal is the
who Is one of the season's debu- the case of the Central Coal and iron E. E. Bell & Sons.
CASINEWICSIMILN3C3511142621EMINIEZIEISEMMMEICW‘•%•••••••Woom
Sit icken off by paying their taxes. As cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
company against G. W. Grubba. It
-City subscribers to the Daily tantes.
they are paid the names are taken
FOR
unturnished
RESTTnree
account.
suit
on
is a
Sun who wish the delivery of the!,
Out of the paper.
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
Opea Meeting.
--Clarence. Smith, six years olyl, papers stopped must notify our col
1107 Monroe street.
The
Church Fu-rnixhing society of
lessen Note...
son of Clyde"W. Smith, of 133 Wil- lectors or make their requests diROOMS FOR RENT-One
furthe First Christian church is having
In the matter of the Estey Organ
lie street, Mechanicsburg, was at- rect to The Sun office. No attention
Dons PlioNEs 54S.
nished and one unfurnished. Modan open meeting at the residence of
company against A. M Ragsdale. a
tacked by a vicious deg Saturday af- will be paid to such orders when
ern conveniences. Old Phone I 0 it 1.
Mrs. J. M. Buchanan on Jefferson Judgment
W11.1.1.14t
TLEit 1s1:421Wis IT
for $208.80 was filed.
ternoon near his home and his face given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
street, this afternoon. It is a pleasFOR RENT-House, 714 South
w
Too sKiliot.s.
In the case of Frieburg & Kahn,
--Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 100 1-2
was lacerated by the canine's teeth.
ant social affair.
Cincinnati. against Ed Pearson, a Third street: 9 rooms. Nice place.
The boy waif rescued and the dog Broadway. Phone 196.
Apply next door.
Judgment for $90.30 was filed.
-The Sun office is prepared to
driven away.
To Entertain for Visitor.
WANTED- Position as cook In
the
very
latest
furnish
things In en-Fire saIt of wall paper. Kelly
Threw Brick maid Struck %Ire Feeney
Mrs. C. C. Warren, of 1620 Jaffee
boarding !muse, private famey. ApMet-ridge License (insisted.
& Umbaughe All papers et half graved or printed calling cards and Goa street, will entertain at
in email of Back
the
cards on
Matinees
ply In rear 621 Madison street.
price, 321 Kteatucky avenue.! Phone Invitations of any sort, and is mak- Friday
Police (Nuns.
William Wadlington, city, 38, to
afternoon in honor of her sisWednesday lind baturday
ing special prices now.
FOR
SA1.E--Bedroom
and
dinine
1165.
ter and guest, Mrs • P. 4. Martin, of Mollie Anderson, city, 24, colored
-Do not be deceived, Bradley
--W. A. elfategon, of 422 South
Bryant Ward. city, 24, to Mollie room furniture, wardrobe and hard
Minneapolis.
coal Mese burner. All new. Old
Ninth streetegot the ihIrd-Anger of Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
Gilbert, city, 36, colored
Will lain Butler, colored, confeesed
washed coal. Phone 339.
the right had cut off in a machine
Robert Brown, city, 24, to Martha phone 1412.
Mariposa (lab.
in puttee • ourt, to malitiouse strik-Fire hundred score cards for
-LOST-A lady's black Eaton jackThe Mariposa club will glee the Nance, city, 23, colored.
at the Padu4sh Furniture eompany
Kelley. and when court
et., tidnuned In We, with velvet but- ing Abe.
-tironty-live fine of its aeriee of daneesi for the
plant, wherete worked, Ratliff's). kit sale we''The Sun •ollieto,
•
earned him that he ens votaress lig
4
cents each.
tons. letteral reward paid for return
winter this evening at the Red Mene
ternoon.
Deed% Elled. '
to a (*.tout, Wintaitts lookuti
to B. Michael, 211 Broadway.
hall.
--C. L. lifenson & Co. have mov20 1
cited slid -gticaactl'' ht. %%mild .."
J. D. Kelpie:tick to L. E. Phelps.
0
a-E=2
Mrs. William V. Green la visiting
ed their flower store to 529 BroadFOR RICINT-Five room cottage, his plea. The wit Hessen were called t
property In the county, $800.
In au admirable repertoire of
her mother In Union City, Teen.
Delphic Club.
way.
He dot r
Mollie E. Champlen to J. R. Pat- sewer connections. Nice house and end William had none
of notable plays.
The Delphk club will meet prompt--Clyde Biker, 10 years od,
terson, property in inc county. $1.- cheap 506 Ohio. Apply next door or seem to care, and after Abe tea-. .
ly
at
10
o'clock
tomorrow
morning
at
Old Phone 1331
of Blake Baiter. 422 South Ninth
that Butler bad hit him with a brick ij VAUDEVILLE ACTS
000.
the
Carnegie library. The members
street, stepped on a rough piece of
FOR YOUR STOVES cleaned. pol- and was supported by several others
Ririe L. Keebler to J. D. Reeder,
PRICES 10c, 20c, 30c
are urged to be present on time
pine board Saturday afternoon late
property on Ashcraft avenue. $600. ished and repaired. Brgx.k Hatch, Butler took the stand and told pr.
-°peening fettle
and ran a seenter in Ilia foot. Dr.
lie
same•story
Phone
ticall)
802
that
the
New
Washington
street.
J. D. Reeder and others to L V.
Mr. Nelson and Miss Mary Emma
D. T. Stuart dressed the Injury.
did, only explaining that Kettle.
1150.
Bold, gaYe a • leasant nutting party Brockwell, property in Mechanics-We guarantee to please you
frame been "bully Mile Hee
FOR RENT- -Two-story
burg, $730.
Yesterday
at
Clark's
river bottom.
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump Coal. WheatThe warrant again,t 1.11fc Ot..
Open
Close
Madison. Seven
house, Fifth and
Those in the party were: Misers MaPhone 339, Bradley Oros.
colored,
for malicioue cutting, a
Dec.
73 14
72%
Boone,
with
bath.
rooms
Attie)
E. G
Court Notes.
bel Epperbermer. Emma Rawlings,
When accemptinicti by a :10c ticket
-Score cards for the game Five
Sled away.
78
77%
Nay
314%
Broadway.
•
Cecil
estate
Reed.
trustee
of
the
of
Minnie Roark Nell Roark, Mary EmHundred for sale at The Sun office UsenOther cases: Arthur Joust*, breach f • tirehased before p. in. Mond,'
ma Bolds: Messrs., Wallace, Claude John Ballinger. of Marshall county, - WANTED-To rent two rooms for
seals on sale Saturday.
at 25c.
of
ordinance, continued; John liarDec.
42%
.....
41%
Epperheimer. Clark Ford and Nelson bankrupt, has filed his bond of $1.- light house keeping. C. C. Parket.
_When you order a rig from us
Dully
Dunlap
din.
white,
colored,
13%
43
125 South Second street. Old phone
Ma).
Bolds. Mr. and Mrs. Dunn and Mrs 000.
immorality. continued, E. Gregory.
Voting in Big Companies,
you are talking to one of the pro- Oats-%cellars' II. Hite, a farmer of lauty 1089 R.
Epperheitner
chaperoned
the
party.
33I,
prietors or capable clerks (not a
New York, Oct. 22. Voting
Dec.
32%
LOST-A chain bracelet, each link breach of ordinant.i: V. and costa.
Farm, Grayed; couuty. Mee a petidriver or hostler) who writer, flies Porkthe election to decide who shall con
with an amethyst setting, on Fourth
Miss Jimmie Rice of Seventh and tion In bankruptcy this efternoo
tro: the Mutual and New York Life
and fills the order at appointed
between Broadway and Clay. Reward
Jan.
13.70 13 67
efieee HER RUDDER.
Clark streets, has recovered after an giving liabilities to the amount of
Itrsuranee companies
for tele return to R. I). Clements &
and their
time. Palmer Transfer company.
Cotton-f
VW
t
11
aegets
ei•
with
no
no
$117.50
attack of Illness.
$90ofeteigetougo of assets !wean last
Co
-Kittle Kelley, colored. 54 years
Der.
10.10 10.90
Steamer El Valle Has Rough Pneselie week and
The Rev. G. Martin and wife, of Paducah firms
will continue until Deceit
WANTICD---three Men for ca
old, died of complications Saturday
Jan.
11.03 10.99
In New York.
Kansas, who have been visiting in
her lie when the polls close. It may
Guaranteed
collecting.
remake; and
and the body was taken to Uniontown
11.26 11.13
Mar.
New
--The
York, Oct. 22
Southern take weeks to count
Princeton, Ky.., are guests of Mr. and
the ballots, and
-Cary and commisaiou. Rooms 3 and
Steckel...
Pacific company's steamer El Valle in the event of a ckme contest
Mrs. W. R. Davis, of Twenty-ninth
the
and
buildine
BroadSixth
Eagle
-One load of our coal will make
G
I. C.
1.71% 1.74
l'0111
of
her
tow
today
in
arrived
and Tennessee streets.
case may be taken to the court..
way.
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
1,44
L. & N
1.45%
The El There are 650,000 policyholders In
POE*'a steamer El Dorado
Mr. Lyman Ware, machinist in
Bros. phone 339‘
LOS-T-On Burger or Lovelaceville Valle left Galveston for New York the Mutual and abetit
U. P.
1.83
1.84% the I. C. shops, will go to Covington,
e50,000 La
road, lady's black coat with white Sept. 24
--Ititchel1 Owen, colored. 48 leers
1.42% 1.4g% Ky., to work for the C. & 0.
ltdg.
She lost her rudder dur- tile New York Life
colter and cuffs. Reward if returned ing the hurricane which damaged the
old, died at 923 Harris street, Sunday
St. P.
1.69% 1.71%
Mr. John Trent local I. C. storeto Mrs. David Flouruoy., 433 North southern coast, and was picked ui,:
of a complication of dee-apes. The
Mo. P
84
96
keeper, has returned front Chicago
Seventh street.
body was burled today In Oak Grove.
the Norwegian steamer Ocesare
1.40% 1.42% after a conference with officials.
Penn. .
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
J. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 402 towed into Pnrt Ends dFn O.' 1
1.13
1 . 14 %
Cop.
Mr. Dumb Brown formerly a maFraternity building.
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
1.53% 1.56% chine operator in the Illinois Centra.
Smel. s
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
75
7
Lead
Harry Miller. 13 years, old, who
ailing mill leas accepted a position
for-tore stone-se:he -wire tires, the
came from Sullisan, Ind., with Alex1.57
1.57
T. C. T.
in the ware rooms of the RhodesVeterinair) Nuraeou atol Dentist.
best rubber tires made.
51
53% Burford Furniture company.
C. F. I.
Graduate of Alfortbille Veterinai
-C04/TR A&foil-viFt
Mrs. Hattie Forsythe. of 71k
U. S. P. ....
L.t$i. 1_ 06%
ry and concrete work a specialty. schoce Parts. France. also Outer
C. S.
46%
47% South Eleventh street, is visiting at
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490 Veterinary school and Detroit De II
Round Knob 111.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- tal college. Charter member of the
Mr Alonzo McNeil
Local Markets,
of Guthrie
Ohio Medical Veterinary -Association.
tention to all estimates.
avenue, hae mo,issied as car inspector
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40c.
Will treat scientifically with the
for the Illinois Central and will go
Eggx--20c doz.
---- NIGHT SCHOOL-- Bookkeeping.
to farming.
Butter-25c lb.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only latest Inattittlientn and itp-to-date
Do you suffer with a conMr. Preston Scholia, of the N., C.
Sweet Potatoes- eer bu. 50c.
$4 a month. Draughon's Practical treatment of all &spaces of the dodull aching in your
stant
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway. matte-sited animals.
& St. L., has gone to New Mexico
Country Hams--14c lb.
Calls proniiply. attended to via)
head? have you tried every
Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
for his health. His family will folcatalogue It will convince you that night
low later.
Green teausage-1.0e lb.
remedy of which you could
Satteage--Iec lb.
Draughone is the beet.
Ernest Baker, formerly employed
Office with Thompson's Transfut
think, without getting more
Country Lard-12c lb.
Co. Both Phones n
by the Scott Hardware company, has
below
will
The
be
prices
Made
till
than temporary relief? has
Lettuce-5e bunch
accepted a position in St. Louis.
December 31, 1906:
it ever oceusred to you that
Tomatoes-10c gallon.
Miss Mabel Gotign, of Earlington.
GOLD SHELL CROWN, 22k..$3.50
Boott for. ladies 4-e h nd
T h a manufacturers offer
those headaches may be
Peacbes-40c basket.
Ky., returned borne this morning afGOLD FILLINGS
1.00
LEE LINE STEAMER
Beaos-1'5c gallon.
/1,000 to any one finding is
caused by eye strain' Why
.50
lasted and combine style,
ter visiting Misses Mary and Nelie
SILVER FILLINGS
Roasting Ears-15e dozen.
.75
trace of impurity therein. It
Barry. Eighth and Clark streets.
PLATE FILLINGS
not come in and let us find
-comfort and durability.
Cantaloupes-20 to 40c dos.
Mrs. Dave Johnson, of Clinton,. is
Bridge work and all grades of
is one of the three kinds of
The
out
examinafor
you.
Buttereeane----10e. quart.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Kirk Barry.
plate work guaranteed. Painless extion will cost you nothing.
olive oil that stood the test of
Celery-60e dozen.
Captain Lee Gordon, the steamboat
traction of teeth.
the New York l'ure Food
You have much to gain and
Grapes-2'k basket.
Leaves tetteiunittl octopilot, went to Eddyville this mornDR. KING BROOKS, Dented. Sixth
Parsnips---$1.00 bu.
Commission. It is pure, bland
nothing to lose.
ing.
and droadway.
ber 24 for Louisville, Evansand iemonable in price. Sold
Mr. Brark Owen went to Hamby
If they're Reek's they're right,
ville, Paducah. Memphis
PIMtLV sAltETABLt
Station this morning to look after his
in bulk.
Visiting Minister Preacher.
If they're debt they're Rock's.
points.
way
law ma
all
and
EYES EXAMINED FREE
mining interests.
Bev, E. L. Warren, of Louisville.
CANA/tilt
•
Through rate to Helena,
Hon. Mac D. Ferguson, of La C4.41 a visiting minteter filled the pulpit
Vicksburg and l'ine Bluff,
ter, palmed through the city this morn
er the Sixth and Kentucky Premby
CAWS
ing en route to Murray.
Ark., arriving Paducah Satierian church yesterday. The church'
03aVatatta
tac-fa-ratad
UVC11 MD Spa
Mr. and Mrs Frank Lucas have
Is without a regular pastor and supOctober 27th.
urday,
Pelmet'
Headquarters
of
Optical
SCPONLOA
Oia/SLS.
DRUGGISTS
ernotoes Poo 5.1. CISMES returned from a bridal trip in Indian
plies 'are preaching each Sunday.
Bro&dway
609
Or TM Site+ACro NC WWW.A.S.
t 8111 Mau 176
FIB Minutest.
6. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
CAL AT *US 1101 FOR Territory and the west.
Night Sell at Side Door.
Open Saturday Night.
Mies Louise kleynee and Mrs. M.
^-"ft
MIMI.
-Ask your eves. for %Ionia)*
Both Phones I' .1.
W. 13. M.ritEllftelf; Druaglgt.
Haynes have :Merited to their home
Flour, the bets* that is made.
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HART'S HEATERS 1

Hart's Prices R Right

GEO. O. HART & SONS CO.

t

CHANGED PLEA

ONE WEEK

TO=NIGHT
DePew -Burdelte
Big Stock Company
0

5

TODAY'S MARKETS

The Power of Truth
LADIES FREE MONDAY NIGHT

•

•

Sr

,

che Kentucky

Dr. Geo. Masgana

As to the
Olive
Oil
Which we
Sell

Headache?

Di ARMSTRONG'S

Steamer Georgia Lee

R. W.WALKER CO.

Steinfold Mid Co.

$4 Boots.

C
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HAD CHILD

PXVIMMil 101V/PININI!.

I DELINQUENT TAX LIST.

WHK lelLICE STOPPED FATHER
4lidett„ Dello, near Howells mill
AT HAILItOtO STATION.
Anse,. Lary. 904 Kentitagy Ave
Angoisk-lit T., Adams It
Allison, J. al.. eloorth 4th St
•Ileman. J. M.. O'Brien Add
Aihem. Augusta. 646 Elisabeth St
mon>. D. North 14th St
Leslie Hart, id Memphis. Tries to A
Anderson. F. W.. O'Brien Add
Get Ima.•••••...ii,n of 11 is Little
AiC. 1. J It.. Botch
And, rson. Mime Kate. 4th. Husbands and George St
Girl.
A ,•/let's"(1. Chas- Chemblin Add
And, taunt I. 0.. 4th. Clark and Adams
Andrecht. J. H.. td. Adams 4410 Madison MO
A t gust. T. 0., 1241 11. tith St
Arnold. A. J.. (heirs)
4th St
Atkins,
Mr. Monroe. 14th and 17th St
lAelle Hart went to the reaideuce Atkins, Mrs.
Lucinda, Harris, 11th and Init
of lele wife, Princess Bird Hart on Atkins. A. A.. Broadway, 21st and 22t1
kyigustus. W.
fletate, 14. 4th at
Kentucky avenue between Third and Armstrong, J. B..
T., 11th and Harrison
Fourth streets Saturday afternoon In Anheuser-Busch Brewing Amin, Boyd. 7th and Stir
Arnold, A. E., Guthrie Aye
disguise and attempted to take a.ay
Bezel. Mrs. Elisabeth. 11th. Jonas and Norton
his six-year-old daughter. Tbelme. Bailey.
Mrs. L. 8.. Roadway, 1st and 2d
He hastened to Fourth street where Basket. Thos. C., Welt End
Raker, It. 0th, Clark and Adams
he caught a car fm the depot Inteed- Narnett. W. W.. Broadway, 16th and 17th
/lig to escape to Me011ibis with the Barnett. C. 5.. 24 and Monroe
Baird, Miss C. A.. N. 111h It
child. He was dlee.Olfered bY a pe- Bailey, W. V.. Thurman Add
Baker.
L. Farley Place
deetrain, who watched the unusuaal Barker.S.D.
T.. cor. Woodward and Yelper
action of the father, and notified Po- Fiagby. Mrs. Z. R.. 7th and Harrieon
Barrett. 11. 14., Thurman Add
ll, a Captalu Harlan.
Policemen at Baker, W. U.. HinkItyllie Road
the depot were nottfied and Hart was Hudde, Frank. Caldwell and Norton
Burger. L. C.. Elisabeth St
intercepted before he succeeded
in Kiss. Elisabeth. Wagner Ave.. 6th and 7th
Barnett. Mrs. 0.. Hinkleville Road
getting away
Dell. Mrs. It. A.. George. kl and 4th
The mother is a daughter of Mrs. Berger. (1. W.. Tennessee St
Meyers, A.. Tennessee. ftlt and 19th
Mar) Bird and eorks for the Cum- Berry. K. W.. 5th and Campbell
berland Telephone company as e1. Berger, Chris J.. Enders Add
Blake. C. L. 12th and pi
change operator. She
was away Broyles, L & M.. N. 12th St.
Brake. R. le, 12th St
from home when the father called. Illoodivorth.
U. A.. Mill ill
A divorce proceed-ing is now pending Blair, II. H.. Little's Add
Bohannon. hula. Bridge S
In circuit court here and the mother Bohannon. J. D.. Bridge St
925S. Ilth St
has had possession of the child. Hart Rowland. C. Ft_Broadway.
14th and 16th
%Burnet. U. L..
visited the
home
rest.'day
and Burkholder, J. II.. Norton Add
Burton. HUSK, Goebel Ave
brought his daughter
i.ady.
He Brame, H. C.. :00 flays Ave
wanted to - make up" and Mrs. Bird Drown, Geo. H., 1729 Jefferson
Brooks. J. B., Lincoln Ave
was p:eased. He left and some time 1401311011. Cltaa, Cleveland Ave.
...
after stole the child while Mrs. Bird Brigenan. W. J.. Elmwood
Bryant. S. 0.. N. Ilk St
Bryant. Sam. 7th and Husbands.
was in the rear of the house.
Brandon. (lro.. Beckman ..........
Bryant, Mrs. Belle. Elisabeth St
tironston. Belle. 01. C. Wallace). Madison St
KENTUCK1" GAME LAWS.
Wanton, E. 11., %Torten Ave
Bryant, John. IN RI. 10th. Flournoy and Boyd
Browder.
Allen ahd.Kate. Fountain Ave
Thou Shall Not Kill.
Brown. J. W.. 10th and Jones
Deer --between March 1 and Sep- ilr)ant. Mrs. Jesse. S. 11th It
I;I yAnt, Walker. Jackson St
tember 1.
Brown, It B.. 12th St
Squirrel- between
February 1 Brown It B.. Worten's Add....,
Brown.
.1. Wes.. S. Ith St
and dune 15.
Wild Ducks-between April 1 and carmen, Ernest. Clements St
Cartha. Clara, stir St
August 15.
canter. L. T.. Clements St
Wild Goose-between April 1 and culahan. Con. IN 411. Trimble IN
(
Thos.. N. 4th St
August 15.
(lark. I.. T.. 714 Jones
Teal Duck-- between April 1 and clArk & Haywood. Harrison. 114th and 17th
(*lark. G. A., Goebel Ave.. Add
August 15.
Clark 0. W.. Murray Add
Wild Turke.-- between February Conley, U. L. H. 3d at
copeland. Annie. 1001 Kentucky Ave
1 and September 1.
conant.
It., 1.17 RI. Elisabeth and Broad
9Vutygeock- between February 1 Cohen, Mike. Monroe St
Conte.. James. Ashbrook
and June 1.
Coili.r. Tom. 11th and Harrison
Quail-between January
1 and c.,ierimst. J. W.. 2420 Adam,
Coleman. J. 1.... Fountain Park
November 15.
cr.,. kelt. Mrs. Mary, B. 34, St
Partridge -between January 1 and ck:trifirrigbam. Joe, 1414 34. 4th St
Cundiff. T. J., Goebel Ave
November 15.
Doves-between February 1 and Davie. Reba. Hampton Ave
Davis Mrs. R. T., 9th. Husbands and Beekman
August I.
loarto II S. K. 7th. Husbands and Buckman
Rabbits--between September 15 "
"
'
I
Davie
Mrs.. Ashbrook
Salto, Lucy, Benton Road
and November 15.
••••
I,, Murray Ave
Non-resident hunters
inu.t have
Madison. 13th and 14th
license to hunt In Keniti,k)
.•ci,• • 30 acres" near Dighton's
I
Terrell
Ave
,o1
hunting wIth dog or gun between
Low- Jones and Thurman Add
September 15 and November 15.
J T. Little's Add
s•wns, W D. for Mot: W. D. Downs, Trimble St
,ovvrom, W. D.. Trimble
ii aouehet. Ed. Hays Aire
Claim Notice.
4
n,u(•h, 21re. Rohl., Bloomfield
McCracken Circuit Court, C. A. Is- 'unman. Mrs. T.
Brunson Ave
Ave
C.,
B.*
fill
Douranichet,
Woodward
A.
bell, plaintiff, ve. petit:on In equity,
nifty. Rose. 11th. Washington and Clark
F. G. Rudolph, administrator of Ad- runaway. J. M., Flournoy. Stir and 7th
and asssAway
dle Howell. deceased, etc., defendau's. /Boren. G. C.. 324
anigan, J. H.. Broadway
Ordered that this action be referEasley. W, Wheeler Add
red to Cecil Reed. maeter elantel
Egaleetnn. E. W. George. 6th and 6rh
stoner of McCracken Circuit court to Elder, T. 0_ a. ith St
Elrod h litorrie. 2 1-2 acres Broadway to city limits
take proof of assets and l"tbiliees of Englert. Thos., It04 It. 11th St
Enimerson.
T. E., Madison. 11th and 12th
the estate of Addle !towel.. deceased,
..garnsley.
Mrs.
W. H. IMO Tennessee St
and all persone having claims eget
said estate are required to pieperly :
I:
: orT:ii;111"
. .1ZO 1,!;."goisbe:Ite11;
verify and file the same, before soli Fielde, John, Elisabeth St
,
1 1•her. 0. W.. 12th and Burnett
commissioner, on or before the Sth Fisher. Otho. 14. 5th St
Fragrant. F. N.. Mechanicsburg
day of December, 1906. cir they Wil. Foreman. S. E.. Monroe. 17th and 15th
be forever barred from as..zrting any Eoremen. A. 111., Madison. 21st and 224
Frasier. Mrs. 0. A., Trimble. 14th and 11th
claim against the assets in the hands Futrell, T. K., (lay, 11th and 17th
of F. G. Rudolph, admin.etrattr of Futrell. Frank L., 4th and COMO
said estate unadministered: and all
persons are hereby enjoined and restrained from collecting their elaintc
against said estate except th",t.gh
this stilt. Ordered that this order be
published In the Paducah Dalt) Sue
as required by law.
Given under my hand as C,eik ol
said court, this, the 11th day of OctOber, 1906
J A MILLER. Clerk.
Hy R. B. Hay. D. C.
3. W. Egester, Attorney.

Gaybeck heirs. Elisabeth St
Garvey. Mrs. Judith. N. Ittli St
Gardner & Palmer. Stir and Terrell*,
•
Gilbert & Marshall. Broadway, 11th and Iltit
Oills. M A.. Elisabeth
e
St
Gibson, V:. W., Goebel Ave
Glover. W. C., Atkins Ave
(llama Geo. D.. Fasea's Edd
Gardner, Mrs. U. c.. Jefferien St
Gower. A. ht. Chalnliplin Add
Gordon. Amelia. Harrison St
Grouse. Ft. A.. Gth. Husbands and George
Gorden, James. Caldwell St
Green, J. It., threltel Ave
Illaorl. James 'r.. IllnklevIlle Road
Grelf. Minnie. Frank and Ruby. 12th. Jefferson and Monroe.
Grainger, F. E.. IN Ft). Clay-wird Trimble
GrInty. Sam (la). 15th and lath
Greif. A. J., and U. Seibert. rth. Norton and Husbands
Greif. Nick, estate, Husbands At
Gregory, C., Trimble Sit
Goad. w A. Trimble, 12th and 1344%
-111.11.Lal

Street Car Franchise for Sale.
flay.. M. L. 2 Iteresl(Witr John Arts
On Friday, the 26th of October, Hamilton. Mr.. Lou, Elisabeth rft
Hamby. H. A.. Norton It
190e, about the hour of 10 o'clock Hays. U. T.. iN Alt). Hays Ave
'WIVE
L., 147-12th, St
a. M., at the door of the eft,' Hall, I
Hancock. W. B.. Fountain-Park
will offer for sale a street car fran- Ilaybeek, Tempi'. Husband Add
Han -A.. 12th_Clark and Washington
chise, for a term Of 20 Years, accord- -Hart
.. J. R.. and wife, Atkins Ave
ing to ordinance recently Imaged by Haskins. T. A., Broadway,. 22d and 22d
Harris. R. 111.. 7th. Boyd ised-Hartie
the My- coed-cll.
!reran. W. 48e-440 Kinkead
Helton. 1.. J.. leth-andillidleon MP
The oral:Mae* is on file in the Au- Henson.
Mrs. S. sr.. 11th and Tennessee Its
•
ditor's °Mee and can be seen by those Hedges-. J. W., 621 8. 8th St
Harman, Elisabeth, Fountain Park
desiring to purchase. This isle le liessig. Mrs. ('., 8th and Jackson Ste
made subject to the approval of the Illike. Henry C.. Mayfield Road
,
HIsey, Phil. 7th and Boyd
General Council.
Illekerson. -- -. Little's Add
AVIP
Higgins,
Mary,
Sowell'.
The city reserves the right to re- Ilinchliffe, T. S. Fountain
i'ark
ject any and all bids.
Respectfully, IFIeklin. Nellie. Chamhlin and Murray Add
Housar, It. H., Wept End
D. A. YELtER,
Herber, W. F.. 12th end Harrison
Holbrook. U. J., Harriet's,. 11th and 12th
Mayor of the city of Paducah, Ky.
Holt. W. A., Clay. 14th and 16th
Holland, Sam E.. 7th_, Boyd and Harris
Hosteter. beery A.. Woodward Me
Notice to Cono...:oes.
Hoechst, F. C.. 6th. Boyd and Burnett
Bids will be received at the °Mee Hubbell, Mrs. C.. Chamblin Add., Si! Jefferson
Herman, Emma, Madison. 16th and 17th
Of Architect A. I. Limiter fOr cen- Husbands,
Mrs. K E., F.lisabeth tlit
t-fete work In Lang park up till noels Hutcherson, U. T., S. 9th SR
Husbands, Wm. iii.. iN Ho. 2 1-2 acres near coal tip
rtiesday, October 22, 1906. Plane, Fistirhee, Goo. V. 1224 It 9th St
Hutcherson. S. 1... Guthrie Ave
profile and specifications may be seee Hughes.
J. V.'.. K. 4th It
The board of park Hudson. J. ir.. Monroe. 11th and 1201
It above office
liarfee. J. A.. Wheeler Af14
e0Minisitioners reeervee the right to Herron, Rollie, Mechanicsburg
Harrel. C., Broadway. 34th and 16th
reject any and all bids.
Hubbard. Ed C.,_5th and McKinley
Beard of Park Commissioners.
Hyman. L. H., west Broadway
D. G • MCRRELL, Pres.
I•etnan. Tony, 3d. Norton and George
IsaespeJohn. 311 and Washington Its
GEO, W. WALTERS. see.
LEGIT V.
Forget-Baby Is tostlepa. ;.n'l sleep at
night. won't ect, cries spaemodleally.
A bottle of White, ('resin Vernilfuge
falls to cur*. F,'. cry moth**
r IP etahould lite her baby White's cream
Verenifture So many times when the
baby Is pale and fretful the mother
not know what to di). AIls(ore bottle of
woald bet le cole 40 Ills
this
eheeku and laughter to PI or*. (firs
,t a trail
Sold br all dragg/sta
-

Ivey, P. J. Ealah St
James, Alhert T. 1225 Salem Ave
Jones. J. T. Adam' St
Johnson, It. J., Tetley Ave
Johnson. Rola .
Husbands and Beekman
Johnson, Sam. EN RI. *0th and Jon.. It
Johnson, Chat... Kulah St. (105419. 6th)...,
other. Mrs Wiley. McKinley Ave
jar proton, J. K., S. 3d Mt
n.
Rood
Jsltin5. A.
near
I tipple
Apnea Pt W.. 10th a
Harnett
Pones. E T. Bridge St.
Joneti, C. 0.. Burnett, let& and 11th
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MONDAY, DC'MEND 5.

PtYW

1...1:4•••, ueo., Trinnde, 1311; mid 1410
Katttiann. $4111. lila, leth and Huslatinds
KeltWef• jetea. 7th, Jones and Trinneasee
Killcoyne, Michael, 10th. Burnett and Flournoy
Eilap. C. Eliambetit St
•
4:Incrotrlek. D. W. Bloomfield Ave
Koehler, Mrs. Nancy, Ash,-raft
Keiser, EMIL Rovriandtown
.
KalikeY, Mary. 13th and Flournoy
Krealser, T. H., Thurman Add
Karr, Otanivold. Hinkleville Road
hothelmer. Chap, 9th and Washington Sts
Kyle. Melissa. Kinkead Ave
Lane. John. 10th and Clay
Larne. N. A., Little's Add
Lawrence, Thos., Atkins Ate
Landrum, Mary. Jones St
140.thaill, U. L. ilth. Adams and Jackson
Lanky. O. L., Burnhelm Ave
Landis. W. T., Worten's Add
Lewis. Henry, (N 11). ltio, Husbands and George
Lemon, Sid. 7th, Flournoy and Terrell
Levering, Theo.. 4th, Norton and Husbands
Lee, T., West gad
Leigne, S. 0- .- 14th St
Levels. Marvin. Worteks Add
Linder, Geo., Island Creek
Lindlei heirs, 13th, Burnett and Flournoy
Linn, It,
M. Clements St
Little,
(N 11), Little's Add
Loeber, W. F. 13th and Harris
Love. A. A., IA36 Bridge gt
Luttrell. J. T.. O'Brien Add
Luttrell. A. C., Fountain Park
Lydoo, Win., 420 S. 16th lit
Lynn. Mrs. Margarette, Clements St
Langden. dears & Co., 2 acres on Benton Road
Lewis. Thom. I., Broadway
Leech do Washington, Agt•Gardner, Mrs. W. A. ley. Ave. 13th and 14th
Leigen, S. 0.. N. 14th St
Landis. L D. Caldwell
Leibel, Lizzie. Worten's Add
Linn. Frank, lath St
Leigh, J. W., Clay, 17th and 19th

4
2
6
6
4
2
2

94
26
63
63
68
13
96
46

t tt
3 31
16 111
93
4 34 91
2 91
2 96
1 40
3 31
3 43
6 43
6 44
1 15
4 IS
:
3
::
8 78
7 31
IS
lit
43
13
43
13
23
41
44
2 44
31
11
40
43
1 43
41
77

Matteson, J. E. S., 1510 S. 6th St
Markey.
leason's Add
Maxwell. Mrs. Lou N., Broadway. 7th and 0th
Marshall. James. Clements St
Martin. Wm M. 41h. Boyd and Harris
Markey, Mary. 13th and FlourneY
Medley, Mary E., Sorrell Ave
Mitchell, V A., adm. J. C. Carling mottos. 741 N. 10th St
Milliken, Wm, 8th and Adams
Muller, T. 0. Wheeler Add
Miller, Mrs. K. U., 13th and Harrison
Mills Mary R S. 11th St
Minutia, Mrs. Mary, 6th. Adams and Jackson
Mills, J. B.. 1033 S. 3t1 St
Morgan, Mrs. M. E. 5th, Clark and Adam,
Morris
Norton, 3d and 4th
Morris. W. M. 902 Brown 144,
/4$02,11111. Bolen. near Kilgore's
Moore, aeo. W.. 3d. Tenneseee and Jones
/does, Mary E.. George St
Mullen, Mrs. 14 II,. Trimble. 15th and 18th
Muse. Geo.. heirs, Tennessee St
Muller., Joe. Wheeler Add
Matlock. 1.1211/11e, Goebel Ave
Mathews, W. H., 13th St
McCollum, Jobs A. Elisabeth St
Mccarthey. ft. E.. 12th. Ohio and Tennessee
McCune, Robt., Harrison Ott
McClure. Homer, 714 Jones St
McClure. W. T.. (N,RI. Jarrett St
McClure. R. F.. Jarrett and Bridge St
McFall J. W IlaYs Ave
Mm Fadden, W T., Fountain Ave
WO.*** Mrs.. West Had
151,1ntlre. R. H., Worten's Add
hi, Mahon. R. A., Stb. Elizabeth and Brood
McNamara. P.. estate. Stir sod Boyd
McNanue Mee James. 4111 S. 0th St
McGhee. Wm. it J., Caldwell St

1
4
2
27
10
4

6
9
7
5

is
44
46
31
23
63
26
65
35
99
73
64
44
41
411

:4
1 21
It
49
94
53
77
94
11
94
es
81
44
12
1111
II
O6
76
26
7 24
3 66

7
1
4
13
2
1

$ 16
15
5
5
4

10
10
III
14
1111

41
St
71
63
84

Carman. heirs. Wasbington. 10th and 11th
Clanton, Mahal.., 726 Clark St
Clark, J. W, 736 N. 10th St
Clark, Elise Ashbrook Ave
Clark, -- Cleveland Ave
Copeland, Sam. 10th. Husbands and George
Celle. Mary, 1426
16th St
Voletnan, Chas. 1111 Harrison At
Conley, Andy, R. 10th 8t
chambers.
Husbands and Backman
10th St Crider, Bob, 1547

If
711
01
31
67
13
" 41
453
$ 7
1
11 it

Daniels, Hal. 715 Harrison Rt
Daniels, Luclade, 1130 Harrison St
Davis. Wm. 131$ Madison St
Daniels, Beverly. 710 Broad St
Dillaburst. Henry, Sanders Add
Diggs, Bob. Clemente St
Donaldson, Anderson, N. 7th St
Drury, Geo_ N. 7th IR
Dunlap. Henry. 814 N. 7th St'

6 Is
3 77
RI
6
45'

$

Jacobs. Jeff. Woodward Awe
Jenkins. Lawrence. S. 13th St
Jordon, James. 5th and Husbands tit
Jorden. Will, 11th and Husbands Ws

$

Kivel, Henry, 920 N. 5th St
Knight. Wm., 11th. Boyd and Terrell

$ I 13
*04

$ 114
6 61i
3 53
7 03
36 30
it 06
7 14
12 43
4 66
4 51
7 71
6 13
10 44
13 62
14 Is
12A 1141
2 45
5 13
1 PG
SI

2:: 6
:
4S
1:4
2
19
9 0619
42 14
3 77
3 e3
:5
0
4 0
6:4
29
$5
5 0e
23
40
3 41
1 95
4 49
95
4 78
I it

13
23 5809631
12 44
3 IR

ee

1 91
9 44
3
I
6
2
4
3
2
21
4
35
1

40
73
36
13
94
12
115
48
23
II
is
31

$ 10 27
12 $0
SR
1 Al
3 63
le 31
'F3r
a'
4 23
2 14
3 11

IS
•

2 1111

$ 6I It
44
271
1 36
6 04
1 23
I 14
2 14
91
1
1 73
11 1/
1
6
4
4
$
it
2
2

05
13
53
13
1$
55
73

fl

46
2 31
4 91
13

1
• *

.
a

7371

71.0

$ 18
2 7
3141
6 414
S IS
s
46
3 II
• II
0 07
3 21
5 13
1 St
41 84
3 Id
3 31
1

5 13
4 03
3 la
3 43

Overton ilk Reed. George. 6th and 7th
Overton. Scott. ath sad Ohio
Owen. Frank. Sr.. 923 Washington St
Owen. Frank. Jr.. 9th and Husbands
Owen. Nelson, 911 Washington St
Owen. Emma, 912 Kentucky Ave

et
15
9
4 1
70
41
a la
6 65
$

Pascal. S.. back of A Conner
Polk, James K.. 1133 N 11th Pt
Perry, Norton, 12th. Flournoy and Terrell
Perkins, Marshall. N. 11th St
Pelee. Marlon. 919 Husbands St
Tennessee and Jones
Pullen. Ned.
Pullen, Abe. 674 5. 5th St
Reeves, Henry. 8th. HustoanAs and Beckman
Reeves. Gran, 21. 0th
Reed. Ellsh, 11th, Norton and Husbands
Reed. Xd.. N 140) It
Reynolds. Ed.. (14 It/. Atkins Ave
Ifillaelds. Dave and Will. 12th and Flournoy
Redmond. Ed and wire. Rowlandlown
Richardson. Gee.. ft 9th St
Hfilgeway, Will and wife. 12th. Jones and Tennessee
Robinson. C'. W.. Jones. 10th sun 11th
Robertson, Kate. Waxhinglon. 7th and 5th
5th
Robertson, Jarnew,--704

•

43
14
77
611
Is
2 As
94

2
4
3
4

$ 6 12
104
2004
2 IS
1 11
2 /3
3 31

2.41

3 0
78
3 73
-4 _04
2
1
2
4
2
2

Shaw. Mrs ('. Jones, 7th and Rth
SiMpoott. Linda or Manerra. MW -St
Smalley. James. near Mr's Beyer
Smith, Marian. All Htutbands_St
e
r
Teuileleye Add
tgs;.. Sarah. 'Fully
flPri
jettriniirt
Stanley. Jane. near Terrell's
Steed, Belle, 1111 N. 11th St
$

Talley. 11.. 514 N. 10th Pt
Tandy, Page. Clay St
Thomas, Sarah C., N. 13th St
Thomas. Harris. lit). and Washington Ste
Thompson heirs, 10th. Harris and Hord
Tucker. Chas.. 1011 R. 5th At
Turner. Jas., 416 Jackson Bt

27
II
42
51
24
46
sz
63

6 94
4 40
135
I 114
1 Al
6 12
6 17

3 31
Watkins. Metsger Add
2 77
Washington. John, 1218 ft 0th St
2 67.
Wallace. Minerva. Mill At
4 13
Watson, Albert, 11111 Monroe St
6 94
Watts. A., 1129 N. 4th St
4 23
Webb, Alfred. 1216 S. Stir St
6 91
Webb, .7. W., 50th Flt
3 31
Whit.. Vick, Broad Alley
2 14
White. Stoke, Broad Alley
04
Wilson, Jorden. S. 9th St.
thSt
44
use
& t
Williams, Thos.,
4 53
Wililams, Oink, 621 Terrell At
Ave
Cleveland
45
Lucy.
Willlems.
Woolfolk Scott S. 14th St
2 94
The above property lists having been returned to the Auditor as delinquent, will be offered for sale at the City Hall door an Monday. November 5,
HOW at 10 o'clock a. in.. by the treasurer mitten paid to him before that date.
ALEX KIRKLAND, Auditor,
Paduca,h. Ky., October 15, 1906.

anhaterlbe for The Sea.

is

9 90
4 23

Lawrence, T. A., Rowlett/town
Lindsey. Francis. 1711 Broad'hiley
6th. (Shin and Tennessee
lAtt, Mettle
Lott, W. H. 4th end Husbands SW
St
1.40vInfr. Dennis. 1-3) r
Loring, Geo.. Brood. 7th and lith
Loring. Chas_ 1237 & 10th St
•
Masonic Stock Co.. by S. Elvel. 7th and Adams
Stir. Adams and Jackson St
Mutable. Lissie
Mathis, John, 715 Jackson St
Mathis. John, Browtnan Add
Marsh, John. 10th and Boyd
Mechanicsburg Temple. 1-2 acre. near Heron('
Uperivreather, C. W., Jones. Mb and 5th
Minor, John. $43 S. Stir St
Moseley. John, heirs, lath and Boyd
Morgan. 0. A.. Elisabeth, 4th and 7th •
Hoer... Aaron. 1241 N. 14th It
Moore. Bartlett, IN RI. Trimble. 7th and 5th
McClure. Sid, heirs. Washington. 16th and 11th
McKnight. Jones. Backman. 9th and 10th
Flournoy
McKnight, Will. Burnett and
Neal. Sam or Nellie. 111th and Cleveland
Nelson. James, 1527 Clay St
Nichols. Isaac, 1137 Jones St

Held to Juvenile Court.
Dennis Reed.'IA Years old, colored, who had a lot of clothes In his
possession when arrested, was held
over to the county judge this morning by Pollee Judge E. H. Pttryeat.
The boy is from Paducah and has
been in the reform school. His parentib live On South Twelfth greet and
eau do nothing with him.

•

4
71
RI
96
70
fl

Hathaway, George Trerell St
Harrison. -.Husbands. 10th and 11th
Hardison. Chas. D.. 0th, Burnett and Flo
Harris, Albert. 14109 $1. 7th St
Headerson, George Campbell St
Hibbs. T. 11.. 70$ S. 4th set
Hollis. estate. Burnett It
Faxon Add
Hobbs.
Howell. Heim,, estate, itth and Terrell
Howell. C. J. and A. E.. Jackson. 5th and 0th
HoWell. Dave. Clay, 14th and liltb

al
4 23
6 44
2 73
11 $1
4 94
6 06
174 53
604
800
:27
7 40
27 52
4 01
8 76
3 14
31 65
4 79
6 24
7 56
5 13
21
2 42
0 07

11,
•

13
13

1

$
II

Van
John. Bloomfield Ave
Vanderroot, Chas., Jalltson
Vines. -.G
Guthrie A.
Vogt. Mrs. Rosa. 6th, Norton and Nuaband•
N:o
ogd
.
..111
Drs.
reju
0
12m1
i
gur
1e
0thhasS
ing Co Monroe. 13th and
_..
Watkins, Mr*. M. A.. 6308. 6th St
,
Walker, J. 5. 5151 Tidier
a
Weed. & J., n100 sag
32
set. Obeid,
ISM and 11th
a
G.

:::

CO
Alexander Dem, 9th. Husbands asollirk. .
Anderson H, 10th. Tennessee and Jones
Anderson, Major. 10th. Tenneesee and Jones
Armstrong. James, 702 Ohio St
Arinatrong, George, 16th, Wasbington and Clark
13aynharn, Sam 1309 S. 5Th 1St
liaynham, Chas., Cleveland
Baker. Chas.. Sowell Add
Baldwin, Jas., IN 11). Flo:Nano)" lit
Bacon, Alice, Hays Ave
Bennett, Blanche. 712 N. 11th St
•
Beach, Herriett. 0th, Husbands and Boyd
Bowers, Edgar, 9th, Caldwell and Norton
Beefier. Naptha, 5416 Harriman St
Boyd, Alice. 410 8. 8th St
Flowers, St E.. . Ulth St
Buford, W. A., Terrell St
Weds,. Wm., Mk Husbands and Stockmen
Brown, Lona, Seth and Husbands
prown. W. It, 735 8. 7th St
Briggs, Thos.. 6111 8. 11th
Brown, 0. W.. 10th and Ione*

40 Sil
3 13
45
---1- 75
2 10
4 63

Quarles. Mrs. ti . 4th, Norton and George.,
Radford. G. A., 224 Hays
Ramage, James, 3(1. Norton and Husbands
Rappolee. G. 111.,
Rs, Jon.. St
Ralph. B' II.. 123 Jackman St
Ray, J., Wlooler Add
Ray.
Worten's Add
RiNgiesoeriter. Frank. estate. R 341 It
Riddle. chap.. 1101
Ild St
Roberts, 9: F., Harrison. 17th and 11th
mess.
K. 4th St
Roof. R. Jones Si
Rude. Mrs. C. P. Fountain Ave
Read, W. P. estate, Hampton Ave
Ruby. John. 17th. Clay and Trimble
Rutledge. Wm_ back of Ellgorell
Rogers, W. E., Beem4WaY
Roper, --, Clements It
Rives, John. 14th and Trimble Ots
Redmond. W. C.. Bridge St
Rutter, ("haw. Fountain Park
Russell. 0. H., Thurman Add
Rouse. trim_ Hinkleville Road
Rogers, Mrs. M. B.. Broadway. 11th and 12th

$

2
3 li

Gibson. Daniel. 1413 S. 10th St
Given. Clarissa. 7th and Burnett Sts. ...,
Given, Roswell, 7th. Husbands and Beckman
Gordon, Pam, 1401 S. 14th It
rdon. Ida, N. 12th St
Gregory & Hester, Caldwell 6
Ross. Sth and Norton
GrIffen. H. and
Green. Cato, near A. Conner
(fray. Fannie. 8th and Burnett filt•
Grubb', George W.. 013 N. Sth St

$ 32 93
1,3 62
03
/X
44 111
1 21
54 MI
6 04
5 12
II 46
1 81
45
3 63
7 31
3 It
4 11
3 14
II
4 56
4 Si
3 05
6 04
6 04
93
9 117
6 63
261
1 82
93
314 45
43 66
353

Tatum, David. Thurman Add
Taylor, P. V., back of Kilgore's
Terrell. Fletcher, Washington. 8th and 9th
Thomas,
1.• West End
Thompson, John C.. 707 Jones St
Thomas. ft B.. heirs, Harrison. 8th and 7th
Thompson, G. W., Jacknitn St
Trautman. J. W., Tennessee At
Troutman, J. E., 1335 S. Stir St
Thompson. Mrs. Luel
Kentlicky Ave
Thompson, X 0., JD
vIlle Road
Thomas, C M.. Hint' V lie Road

1

Edwar
Henry. 5th. Hoeband• and George
Kills, A *room R. IL, sear depot
•
961 Broad St
Petard, Z
Fuquay,
515 N 16th St

Paid. Real leMate Ins. Co.. by F. J. McElwee. 6th. Clay and Harrison
Hamer. G. guardian Geraldine Peineer. 7th. Mono. and Madison
Parrish. Ft. E.. Langstaff AV.,*
Perham. W. H., 11th and Norton Ste
Paducah Wagon Co 2d and Washington
Parrish. Anon, glisabeth St
Parks. D. fl .11t1 and Jefferson flt•
Petter. Junius, 685 Elisabeth At
Perry. Starr, Tennessee IN
retortion. Kea Minnie. 130 Clark It
Phillips. Dr., Charablin Add
Rila. Campbell eh
Pittman. Belle, 1010 Jackson St
Phillips, W. A.. 3d and Norton Ste
Porter. Chas. A., Little's Add
Potts. Elvis. Clay, 16th and 17th
pope. L. W., Powell St
Pun. Bettie. 13th. Flournoy end Terrell
Prewitt. Mrs. NU A., Monroe, 2d and 3d
Price -,near Tories
Probus..1 R. Lincoln Ave
Primes, W. K. Tennessee St
Price. lien. Ith. Husbands and Caldwell
l'ryor. W. L., 6th. Elisabeth and George
Puryear. IL H.. agent. N. 6th lIt
Putman, J. L.. 7th and ionee At
Phelps, 0. P.. Hays and Powell.-Parrish. Annie. Elisabeth St
r
Price. Sterling J. ChamblIn Add
Paducah Brewery co, 10th and Monroe Ms
Paducah Brewery Co, Monroe. 5th and 10th
Plercc Josiah. 25th and Adams

Sander,. D. 511., or Brown, lath and Ten
Its
ltd. Rroad St
liarlrrs. John F.. Hays Ave..
Sala. II D.. Pt Id St
Spaulding, riam r. IX 11), 0th. Broadway nod KentucEy Ave
Flanders, H.. Smithiand and T
see
Sanders. F. B., 1001. Barnett and Flournoy
14-isnedt. Nick, 1118 & WIt
Scott & Wallace. Jefferson, 17th and 15th St.
telortte. D. W., Tennessee St. near L C. R. R
Scott. Mary A., R 5th 5*
••-•,Scott, F. A., 231111leyer• St
Scott, W. E., EN R). Trimble -Mrbert. Mrs. Maggie. 7th and Adams
Sebastian, Joule, Kentucky Aye_ 15th and 11th
Ara Coast Min I Co., Meyers St
Sears. Mrs. M1tb, Elizabeth and Bockman
Hells.
Hay. Ave
Sharp. Dells. Harrison. IUW33itd lath
Shaw. Mete.' 011 Block
Shelby, T. R., Husbands and Jones
Shernwetl. Ft. It., Clemente St
Short. Mrs. Harrison, 17tbrated lath
Shetnwell & tottielit Clements At
Roht..
h
Singleton. Miss E.. k cad Monroe Ste
Singleton, Gus G. 6th. Monroe and hiladimon
Skelton. J. V.'., 211 N. 4th Alt
Skinner. T. 4'. 6th. Husbands and George
Smith, J. S., 617 Willie It
Smith. Nathan. Fountain Park
Smith. Ed.. 4th. Broad and Elisabeth
SmiDo. J. F. and wife. Broadway. 15th and 13th
Smedley, Hiram. 4th. Tenn
nd Jones
Smith, Ida May, Lincoln Ave
Sowell & Kink 1-2 acre near A. Conner
Sledge. R., 4th. Norton and George
Stewart. R. F.. Hays Ave
Spark, Lou. Asitcraft
Stewart. Dr. D. T., Madison, lath and 17th
Stegall to Potts. Bernheim Are
Steed, Henry, 8th and Jackson
Stewart, Sam, for children. 13th and Washington Its
Story. Rufus, Bridge St
Stanley. Mason be, near John Arts. 4th and Jefferson
Sutherland, R. L.. Wheeler Add
Sutherland, Mrs. Lena, Jackson, 11th and 15th
Swanson,
F., Jefferson St
Steherson. Frank, Madison At
Sanderson, R. L. Bloomfield Ave
Smith, Nick. Asheaft and Powell
Sewell, J. D., Salem Ave

Young, A m.. Fountain Park
Young, J. M., Fountaln Park
Yates, C. V.. Hays Ave
York, J W. 21st and Adams Its

13
2.7
11 PO
23

Nance, T. 21.71934 N. 15th St
Nelson. Mrs. Kate, Madison. 16th and 17th
Newman, F.. T.. 13th and Madison
Nolan. A. J., O'Brien Add
Oben. I.. 10th and Madison Ms
Ogilvie. -, West End
Oliver. W. le. Faxon Add
Owen. Lucy. 21st and Adams
Owen, T. B.. 14th and Fountain Ave
Oliver, 0. W., Rushing St

3 41
3 IS
3 62
7 MI
13 26
3 64
$ 51
5 78
8 31
2 64
41 60
7 U
6 01
21 77
15 31.
6 INI
14 51
11 52
3 ill
4 13
2 41
12 31I
3 60
604
2 411
4 40
57 tie
16 98
36 30
17 83
69 Of
3 71

Wallace. B. C, 3d and Jarxatt Itt
g/Sts, S. P., (14 19). Broad, 4th and
Wegener, Lidla
Walbert, J. T., estate, 537 Thimble St
Warren, C. D., for children. Broadway. 224 and 13d
Wells, B., Salem Ave
Wetherington, Ed. Fountain Park
Werner. Wallace, (N R), Broadway, 24th and 26th
West. Fred. 19th surd Harrison Ste
Webb. Whi. V.. Hamilton
Whittemore. Edgar W.. 314 N. 4th St
Wh te, M. and wife, 12f,Cletnests St
Wh te. Sam. 13th stud Jones St
Wh tesides, C. K. Jones. 10th and 11th
Whitehead. W. J. Madison. 17th and 12th
Wb ttamore. 8. D., 13th and Jackson [Its
Wil lams, Lydia. 4th and Monroe Ms
Whitton, Martha O., Clements St
Wilkins, T. J 412 Ashbrook
Wilcox. 11. D.. 6th. Boyd and Burnett
Williams, W. M., 5th and Stockman fits
Williams, A. Harrison, 5th and 6th
Withers, J. P.. Jarrett and Meyers So.
Wick. J. W., 4th, Harrison and Madison
Wil tants, J. H., Meteger Add
Wilkerson, 13. C., Rowlandtown
H'orten, J. H., Worten's Add
Wooten. S. F., 10th, Harrison and Clay
Woelfolk, Ed 3d, Norton and Johes
Woad. J. J. Kentucky Ave
Worth, Josephine, 12th and Madison
Wilkinson. W C., Ashbrook Ave

School Nowa.
S. J. BIllington, county school superIntendent. has received $2,175, the
first installment for county teachers'
pay. It was delayed one week, bnt
the teachers were paid off on Mine.
Truatees In school district No 2,
taking in Arcadia, have levied it tax
of 1$ cents
general enhool improvement&
flubserile, for The St/R,
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MARY %ION !AHRIMAN
-

Suitor of "I Swan," "Itake's Gar"
"Ova use Sairallas Meers."

.
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Copyright. I8S4, by Harper ,t Lirother•
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There are *1W., frlentlahiloa where the
Intereourse is only the seed which absence duly germinates. Jocelyn Gordon and Jack had palled as acquaintances; 11e7 met as friends. Them is
no explaining these things, fur Mere is
no gauging the depths of the human
mind. Mere is no gettime dawn to the
little bend that lies at the bottom of the
well-the bond of sympathy. There is
no knowing what it Is that prompts us
to say. "This main or this woman of all
the millions WW1 be my friend."
-I am sorry." he sake "that he sthetad
have tool a eliatwe of causing you uneasinees again."
Jtwelyn remembereC1 that all her life.
She remembers still, met Afrimt hes
slipped away from her existence forever. It is one of the mental photographs of her memory, stuudiug out
clear and strong amid a boat of minor
recollect bus.
"I do not believe," mhe said, "that
you knew the risks you are running
Into. Even in the short time that
Manrice and I have been here we have
learned to treat the 01111111e of westeru
Africat with it proper respect. We have
known so tunny people who have sueclimbed."
"Yee. but I do not mean to do that.
Iii a way Durnovo's-what Alan we eall
it n elack - iir nerve is a great safeguard.
He will not run into any danger."
"No, but he might run you into it."
"Not a second time, Miss Gordon.
Not if we know it. Clueartl mentiened
a desire le wring Durnevo's -neck. I
am afraid be will do it 'one of these
days."
"The mistake that most people make,"
the girl weut on more lightly. "is a
want of rare. You (entice be too careful, you enow. In Africa."
"lam careful; I have reason to be."
She was looking at Min steadily, her
blue eyes searching him.
- "Teter she mid slowly, mei there
were a thousand questimes In the word.
"It would be very foolish for we to
be otherwise." be stake "I am engaged
to he married, and I came out here to
make the wherewithal. This expeilltion
Is an expelition to seek the wherewithal."
she said. "and therefore you
must be more careful than any one
else, because, you gee, your life is
seniething which does not belong to
you, but with which you are trusted. I
mean if there is anything dlingerons to
be done let some one else do h. What
I; she like? What is her name?"
"Her name is Millicent- Millicent
Chyne."
"And-what is she like?"
tie leaned back and. Interlocking his
lieges, stretched his anus out with
the petals of lies hands outward, a
habit of his when asked a question
needing consideration.
-Shc is of medium height. Her hair
IS brown: iler worsst enemy admits, I
believe, that she is pretty. Of eourst
I am eonvineed of it."
"Of Course," replied Jocelyn remelt
"That is as it spould be. And I
ve
no doubt that you ana her worst enemy are both quite right." /
CH A PTEit Net I.
UMOR met mayik., riordoo to.
most at theetoutset of his journey nortipeard. "Smelipox Is
raging Ms the Oeuvre river,"
they told herr. "The English expedition is stpteken dozen with it. The
three leaders are dead."
Mattrice Gordon had not lived four
yeas on the west African vomit in
vAin. He took this for what it was
,Worth. But if he bad aequired skepticism he had Met his nerve. Ile put
about and sailed back to Loango.
"I wonder," be muttered as he walked up from the beach to his ugh* that
same afternoon-"I wonder If tourney°
Is among them."
Anil he was conscious of a ray of
hope in his mind. lie Was a kind
hearted man in his way. this Maurice
Gordon of Leung°. but he could not
disguise from himself the simple fact
that the tleatis of Victor [turner°
would be a dietinet convenienee and a
most desirable relict
Thinkinr these thoughts. Maurice
Gordon arriveleat the factory and
_went straight to els own whet, where
he folios! the object of teem, Victor
Durpove. sitting in consumption of the
Office sherry.
Gordon saw at once that the rumor
was true. There was a hunted, unwholesome look in Durnovo's eyes. He
looked shaken and failed to convey
a suggestion of personal dignity.
"Heller" exclaimed the proprietor of
the decanter. "You look a bit dame
I've beard you've got smallpox up at
Mania."
"So have I. I've just heard it from
Meredith."
"Just beard it! Is Meredith down
here too?"
"Yes, and the fool wants to go hack
tonight. I have to meet him on the
beach at 4 o'clock."
Maurice Gordon at down, poured
out for himself a glass of sherry and
drank it thoughtfully.
"Do you know, Dunroviee he said
emphatically, "I have my doubte aloont
Meredith being a fool."
"Indeed!" with a derisive hooch.
*
"Yes."
Maurice Gordon looked over his
Moulder to see that the door was Mint.
"You'll have to be very careful." he
Mid."The lewd slip might let it all out.
Meredith has a quiet way of look Inc
at one which disquiets we. He might
find one"
"Not be," replied Downer° confidently, "especially if we succeed, and we
shill seemed; we shall!"
(TO be (hk United.)
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MADE IN KENTUCKY
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Washington, Oct. 22.---Secretary
Wilson, of the departnint of agriculture, promulgated the regulations
under which the recently enacted
pure food and di ug- act will be enforced.
The section of the regulations respecting the labeliug of products requires that the ingredients of the
package shall be stated, so that the
purchaser may know precisely what
hie is buying.
In the matter of coloring the requirement is made that no ingredient known to he deleterious to human health shall be used by manufacturers. This regulation applies
with particular force to the menutat-lure of ceuelles.
Adulterations,
particularly
of
drugs, is prohibited, but standard
drugs will not be considered adulterated provided that they are branded
so as to show their actual strength or
parity.
Guards Against Pobion.
Poisonous or deleterious preservatives shall only be applied externally. and shall be of a kind that will
not permeate to the interior of the
product and the preservative must
be of such a character that until removed, the food products are inedible. Misbranding of food or drugs
products is guarded against particlilarly.
The label on every product must
bear the nanie of the weenier, the
place of manufacture, and
must
shd-w whether the article is a compound snixure or blend: and must
designate the ingredients and pfopor
lion In the rate of drugs and f
The use of any false or mist
statement, design or device
label is specifically prohib
The line of geographIcal names
was piovided for in
sex where it
was thought the n
es were generic
or distinctive.
It Was pro .ded, however. that It
should be
(Heated on the package
centaini
the product that It was of
Amer an manufacture. Thus, champa e Is requffed to be labeled Amcan
champagne, or California
champagne, so that the purchaser
while he knows that he is getting a
certain-10nd of wine knows also that
the wine is made in America, and
not in France.
The regulations apply to other
products in a similar way.
Kentucky Whisky.
Dr. W. H. Wiley, chief of the de
vision of chemistry of the department of agriculture, made a statement with reference to distilled spirits in the rules and regulations for
the enforcement of the pure food
act:
"No whisky made outside of Kentucky In whole or in parr can be called Kentucky whisky. A blend cannot
be called by the name of any of its
constituents. Bleeds made 4 other
states cannot be called
Kentucky
whiskies.

nse
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For 48 hours' tale 0.5 are not
la;•ge. The stage ,this moi-ning was
9.8. Three packets were at the
whartboat but business was light.
The United States steamer Major
McKinzie passed down last night on
government business*
The towboat Catherine passed ul)
froru Cairo with the two barges for
Cincinnati.
The Inverness is in the Cumber!and river getting a tow of ties.
Time Bernice prohatey
will leave
this afternoon for the Tennessee river after ties.
At the ways and dry docks, work
Is steady. Barges are brine, repaired
at the ways and the Gate City and
Antlonette are being repaired at the
doeks.
The City of SaiLlio may be expected out of the Tennessee river tonight on the return Lip to St. Louts.
The Henry Harley left at
11
o'clock this morning for Evansville.
having arrived -here Sunday afternoon at 5 o'clock. The Dunbar will
conic in late tomorrow.
The Buttoi•ff left at noon tola •
for Clarksville after having laid eme
here since Sunday afternoon. /
The Russell Lord left lyre Saturday afternoon for the Featetee river
after a tow of tie.. The Beebe; river Is below Memplele on the Mlsslappi.
The Clyde will arrive late this afternoon or renight from the Tennessee rive -and leave Wedneelay evenlug
the return trip.
ere were a good many idle nees around the wharf this morning and labor could have been had
for the asking. When the lioata want
labor, however, three dollars a day
won't find it.
Boat stores and al: those lines of
buriee4s which thrive mil) when the
regular boat busine.4 tirtivee. hAvo•
Wad the hest summer aeitS011 this
year that, was ever known. The nume
ber of boats running all the slimmer
has been hat A traeiesn loss than in
the best seaoon. Hence the demand
for boat stores, repairs, and other
steamboat necessaries
has
been
strung. Not a single towboat has
had to stop from low water.
A Louisville dispatch says: The
Ohio river board, composed of government engineers having In charge
the work of surveying the Oleo river
torn its source to the mouth, held a
short meeting In the oflire of Capt.
Harry Burgess, engineer In charge of
the Louisville district, yesterday
morning, and then took the steamer
Major McKenzie to Inspect the Ohio
river from the mouth of Green river
to the mouth of the Ohio. It will take
almost a week to make the inspection. The upper part of the Ohio has
The
been' inspected by the board.
members of the board who started
on the trip yesterday are: Col. D. W.
Lockwood, of New York: COI. E. W.
Ruffner, of New Orleans: Col. Clinton B. Sears. of St. Louis: Maj. Geo.
A. Zinn, of Wheeling, W. Va.: Maj.
Pitteburg.
William L. Seibert. ,of
Pa.: Capt. Harry Burgess, of Louis-

A Lucky Poeuntstress.
Is Mrs. Alexander, of Cary, Me., who
ville.
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills
to be the best remedy she ever tried
VNOTHER CH URGE.
for keeping the Stomach. Liver and
Bowels in perfect order. You'll agree
Asylum Etnployee_Accue,s1 of Killing
with her if yOu try these painless puWhitley Johnson.
rifiers that infuse new life. Guaranteed by alt druggist& Price 25e.
le-xington,.KKY.. Oct. 22.--Sensaclonal deeelelwirents are -extorter-tit
A MOST WORTHY ARTICIA
investigation now
When an article tins been on the the asylum murder
market for _years and gains friends going on here. A. D. --Johneen, of
every year it is safe to call this medl- Athol, Ky.. a merchant, appeared beeine a wortity one. Such Is Ballard's
horehound Syrup. It positively cures fore the grand jury here yesterday,
roughs 'and. all Pulmonary ntiveaviea. claiming that his brother, Whitley
one of the hest•known merchants IT
.
Mobile, Ala.. says: "For iWe years my Johnson, who died at. the asylutu in
family has not been troubled with the August, had beer
murdered. The
winter coughs. We owe this to Batlard's Horehound Syrup. I know it body of his brother. he.said, was in a
has saved my children febrn many sick tearful condition when it reached
spells"
Athol, and there were a number ef
Sold by 111 druggists.
bruises about the head.
Land Syndicate Bargain.
We offer to any one with trim
$100 to $3,000 to Invest, an opportunity to get In on the ground floor and
buy an interest in 63 acres of land,
high, dry and desirable just east of
The Pines. :410,000 buys the Property. 13,000 cash and the balance
12 years. A large amount of money
will be made by those who become
part of this syndicate. Full particulars on request,
Whittemore's Real Estate Agency

'ow

DO '10

That
Prescription is
through druggists
tt11
)
T.n14P1.:1-rit'•iu:so
Ito' u1
for evenen's weakneelea and pi...Mew ailments that doss noteantain large titiantiORROfalcuind? It Makin the oli! inedielAa,
filipecially prepared. for the cure of the
delicate diseases peeuliar to women, the
maker of which Is not afraid to take his
hts full enteirietire. by printh bottle wrapper all the Ingreupo
dients entering trite the medicere. Ask
your druggist if this is not true.
Favorite Prescriptive," toe, is the only
medicine for wonieu, all the ingredients
of which have the unqualified ender:semeet of the loading medleaRrriters of the
several schools of prisctii•e.recianmendlug theta for the mire of the diseases for
which the 'Prescription" is advised.
Write to Dr. It. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.,
for a ft-es booklet, -awl read the nunlere
ous extracts from standard medical authorities praising the several ingredients
of which Or. l'it•ree's medieines are made,
and don't forget that ISO otlar medicines
put up for sale through dri-Leti..ts for domestic use can show any stIctiere/ antiOn.41
endorsement This, of it,elt, Is of far
more weight and import:owe than mu
amount of so-called - testimonials* res
conspicuously flaunted bee,re Ins 'mete,
in favor el the alcoholic rottlinOittd ,,.
The :Favorite Presereaten" cures all
womates peeullar weal:ties-es and derangementesthus banishing tire periedir•al
headache& baokaches, bearers shown distress, tenderness and draeing-doe II sensations in lower a bd' i.' , t crompanied
by weakeniug and disagree Ye initarrhal,
pelvic drains end kindred
mimes
Dr. Pierre and his staff ,•: ...tiled specialists may be consulted free te addressing as above. All eerriei,.iiiitettee is
s
trur
tit:1d
g as sar
tiiris
edlywcaTifitt,t
glrity*..ictitlit,
s
questiotiings and pereunal e kern i Ira trine"
Tiatev"iPtp)e's Common
are
Melival
Adviser contains eerie env ildere•thig
and valomble chargers is: ten dtseases
peculiar to women. It eonta
oeor one
thou:sand pages. It is Seta 1,,,t paid, on
receipt of sufficient In 011.. -.-t (It
?Hie,
pay cost, of mailing only. or *:1 tents w
a copy in flexible paper rovers, or 31
for a cloth-hound copy. Address I It, V.
P1.-rue as above.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets emelt; and Invigorate stomach, liver and os k. ems
S laxative, tWU Of titre atilartic.
r. Williams* Indian PM

I Jtatat,-,,t,silt cure
It,tone
iiireoms 'pot
t to, totuort,
intes. it

"iris
Ins Wawa:at
soars
s _POUltive, wi,s 11151551 re.
.9. Pr. 111/11.11aue,* nu tsn Pile Ont.
ir
it• prepared for Pt les and iteb
n.!
t private parts Every box Is
...,rr.Int..1. isy us-twat-et, by mall en rept
rxwe. se cents sad Ri.no, mune
s.-.1414ner Amp en Prows tlevelanol. tibIa
mold by letiliire. Kolb &
_ l'HOQUIKT 11.1.14
Han lietinitiennliip 4;aute.„ Thal Attract Notice,
A croquet club is the latest In
sporting circles in Paducah, and two
champion teams played a aerie, at
games witnessed by quite a crowd of
spectators. W..W. Davis and Jerome
Smith, the,foriner an I. C. newhinist,
and the latter foreman of the I. C.
blacksmith shops, composed one teem
:eel J. Monne:bad, of the resold house.
and Fritz Metzger the butcher, all
residing on West Tennessee street.
eorritioned the second. The game was
playee
the Davie grounds, and
fun
was t./ci i
MeMiger
tui Hammond,
winnine three nut of- ffee genies.
-•-- er_es
•
fr
JI 1.11:11 CAIRMAR
Wats a Iran
itr'rer, but sickness left
t, mark and 1..
an-ed before
him time Si, kito,o,
often caused by
it torpid Itv.r lit Hoy will regulate
your

11V. r

arid

ISSSItill.

Mrs.

Austin littibm. Kan., writes.
it,- boat
"I consider it.
I ever II... rti of. I aIll liever WIt11..11t
It."
Sold by all druggists.

('ion.'

Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
las positive dire for all_tliose painful
ailments or! women. _ It willetirely
cure the worst forms of Female Complaints, Inflammation and-Ulceration,
Falling and Displacements and
canoequt
Spinal Weakness, and in peculiarly adapted to the Orange Of 1.4e.
It will surely cure.

Backache.
It has cured more cases of Ferrel°
Weakness than any other remedy the
world has ever known. It is almost infallible in such cases.* It;Halves and
expels Tumors in an early stage of
development. That

Bearhig-down Feeling,

EN61,1S11 KITCHEN
Opu••It• Union Depot.
MI piers nacho peke Mien bock Makes
Reguier Meals 25c.
•

• oveseseetereteteeMere•-

(Incorporated.)
and

AND

p
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REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER CONIMITTEE ON NEW CONTRAC'T BETWEEN THE CITA' OF PADIVAR AND THE P.SDUCAH
NV %TER I ts1 PA NY.

(Daily IfiscePt Sunday.)
Steamer Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for E--ansville and way landings at 11 a. in.
Special excursion rate now in efthe proposed coati-act of $9.6,6311.
fect from Paducah to Evanottrie and
There is nothing contained in the return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
proposed contract changliet the rights boat. Table unsurpassed.
of the city or those of the wilier comSTEAMER DWI/ FOWLER
pany under the original franchise.
The city st 11 retains the right to pur- Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. M. sharp, daily exchase t
water company's plant at
cept Sunday. Special excuuton rates
the 94tlratiott of each five year period
new in effect from Paducah to Cairo
liredcierdance with the terms of the and return, with or without meals
-iginal franchise.
and room. Good music and table unThis committee has also compared sUrpassed.
the rates contained in the proposed
For further information apply to
contract with those In effect in 127 S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
tether (Ties for tile same clime of ser- Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
vireernd finds the proposed rates low- Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's once.
er than those lietti by any of these Both phones No. 33.

Owing to the fact that the contract
existing between the city of Paducah
and the local water company for fire
hydrants expires during the current
month it was incumbent upon the
eeneral eourreil to negotiate for such
dollar* covering the remaining period
which the franchise of the water
conipany still has to run, to-wit:
eighteen years.
Aftet• several conferences bete;
the joint light and water coma te
and the ofileers of the water 9gipany
a seale of rates for fire hv ants was
agreed upon by the e
mittee and
the water eompae
These rates
have keen emba
rt in a contract (*Wes, The emir:air:nate average cost
which will be
bmitted to the gen- per hydrant in the number of cities
eral council or suchaction as the mentioned above is $48.
The rates referred to were submitwisdom o that body may determine.
If tire
oposed cuntriteeis favorably ted by tile he-al water company and
act
upon by the general council, this comniittee assume• that the figmust be submitted to the votes of ures are correct. The list of the
...•
the city at the text election an cities with the rate paid In each is on
affirmatively ratified by not less than file with this committee and anyone
two-thtres of the vote then cast upon desiring to verify the figures conthe question before
contract be- tained therein may have the opportween the city and the water com- tunity of cluing so at any time.
pany ern be finally executed.
It should also be borne in mind
It Is therefore worth while for the that until a new contract Is entered
voters' of the city to carefully con- Into between the city and the water
leder the terms of the proposed (sen- company. that the rates charged tintient before. wasting their tot i's at the der the existing contract will maineoming clethon, and if it appears tain. The only alternatives offered
that the proposed contract is to the to escape from the old rates are
advantage of the city, then to register either to make a new contract or to
their approval thereof upon their bal- discontinue the service, the lat?er, of
lots,
course, being quite impossible.
Therefore this committee has no
In order that the voters may have
an opportunity to become fully ad- hesitation in recommending to the
vised regarding the tering of the pro- general eouncil and to the voters of
Posed contract a COPY or the same is the c:ty of Paducah that the proherewith submitted which reads as pesed Or t rat t be ratified
JOINT leGIIT AND WATER COMfolloes:
MITTEE.
"840.1011 1. That the City of Padueah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
" Notice to Contractors.
hereby rent from
Paducah Water
company. Its aucerssorn and assigns,
Bids will be received by the boari
Wednesday.
four hundred and eleven (411) of public works, until
double nozzle fire hydrants now es- October .24th, 190G. for the contablished in eaid city for a period of struction of the following streets, by
e!ehreeal I It) years from the paseagis grading and graveling of same as per
and final approval of this ordinance, plans and specillsations on file in the
after an, election by the people as city engineer's oflice,under ordinances
hereinafter provided, The annual providing for these improvements.
to
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
Clay street from Seventeenth
which ihe city of Pedui•ah hereby Nineteenth street.
agrees to pay fur the first ten (le).
Twenty-second street from Trimyears of said term, shall be twenty ble to Mildred street.
t $24.00) dollars and the annual
Twenty-third street from Trimble
rental for the remaining eight (8) to Mildred street,
years shall be fifteen ($15.00) dolTh.e board reserves the right .to re:ars, unless the said city shall sooner Met ally and all bids
purchase) water ('ompare 's plant, with.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Mx (6) per cent iuterest upon deferBy Dr. J. Q. Taylor Secretary.
red payments. The payments of said
L. A. Washington, City Engineer
rentals shall be made as provided in
October 13th, 1906.
the original ordinance contract,
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
A happy thouglet,Mrs.Austin's Panon extensions of mains that may be cakes for breakfa-t Ready In a jiffy
erected hereafter by the Paducah

Trimble Street Lot,
Bee Homo buying bargain On the
street, north side between 9tit and
itoth. $.7.00 eash.
in the original orWhittemore's; Real Eetate Agency. eigre, as provided
dinance contract during the said
•
eighteen years, shall he charged and
Subeerlhe Er The 'en.
paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the expiration of tea
410) years from the time this ordi
mince shall have been finally approved aa set out above, all the then
fire hydrants shall be charged and
paid for at the uniform rate as above
erovided and the contract therefor
hall expire at the end of the eighteer
ears fixed in section one.

causing pain. weight and headache, is
instantly relieved and permanently
Enjoyed Seven-Story Fait,
New York, Oct. 22.- "That fall of cured -by its use. Under all circumstances it acts in harmony with the
seven stories was the finest exper- female system. It corrects
ience I ever had. The pleasant senIrregularity,
sation was the best I have ever enjoyed." The declaration was made Mippreseed or maul erioda, eakto physicians at Bellevue hospital by new of the Stomach,I ndieestion, Bloating, Nervous Proetratione Headache,
William Bushnell, 19 years old, af- General Debility. Also
from
shaft
ter he fell down the air
Madness,Faintness,
(be seventh floor of the Hotel Seville.
Bushell, who is a plumber's assistant, Extreme Lassitude. -eslone-care" and
lost his footing while working in the "want-to-be-left-alone" feeling, exeitAirs:tart He received a slight bruise ability, irritability, nervousness, sleepleafiness, fiatnlenity. melancholy or the
13 Lots for *ROG.
on the head and walked to tiellertel "blues," and hai•kache. These are
Mechanicsburg.
A gOod ,invest- hospital to hive it treated. sure indications of Female Weakness,
tnetitt.
some derangement of the organs. For
Whittemore's Real Estate Agency.

Artesian wells are multiplying in
Valencia, Spain, where gOod %voter Is
very scarce and where a bountlfisi
supply is obtainable at s depth Or
420 to 120 feet.

PADUCIAIS
SVANSV ILEX,
CAIRO LEN&

WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION avanawale

ST, LOUIS AND TENNIsleteEK
RIVER PACKh."T CNIMPANT
FOR '1 ESSE-legit:Nil RIVE&
isesseswastesee
;-

STEAIIER a.TDE
Leave Paducah tor Tennessee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4
m.
Mesta)
A. W. WRIGHT
EUGENE ROBINSON
Oleo*
This company IL not responsible
for Invoice charges uuleas eolleeta.
by the clerk of the boat.
-

NOTICE,

It 'if new ..titlftcribera Maltlell by the
East Tyttticwore Telephoto) 091*.
pany Today:
IV' att. Neter, Cell
South
Sixth
25o9
Eliza 1933 Broad.
2311-Young, Thos., 411
South
Twelfth,
Frank, 1205
2S10--Geodrich.
South Tenth.
280 -Bennett, Mrs. May, 415
South Third.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to Its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and w.thiti the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
tbeelndependent. company. Yet we
*in Pi ece a telephone In your residence at the stone rate the Independent company, is supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, long distance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
your home .
Call
for further information.
VAST .TENNE4SEE. TICLZPHONE
4XIMPANT.

FAKILL THE COUCH
(New York Central Lines.)

THE BEST LINE TO

NDIANAPOLIS,
PEORIA.
CHICAGO
Anti all points in Inuians and
Michigan.

TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO,

ND CURE THE LUNGS
id

Dr.
s
New Discovery
WITH

FOR

King
'

C0(151.
111teTirse
0
OUCPS anti
LCS

Pecs

50c 6$1.00
Fret Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
T11.11.0AT ttod LUNG TROUBLES, or MOZTEY BACK.

"Section 3. Before this ordinance
lIall become offec'tve it shall be sublitted to a vote of the qualified
etters of the city of Paducah, Ky..!
NEW YORK,
D. A. Railer, Prop,
e. the general election to he held in
MET
ROPOLIS. ILL.
BOSTON
Oil city on the 6th day of November,
_
And all pent" East.
190G, the said vote to be taken in that
Informstron cheerfully furnished on Newest and beat hotel in the city
stenner and as provi•led by law for
application at City Ticket Office "Big Rates 12.00.
Two large sample
lie submission of public questi-ons to Pour Route," No. 259 Fourill Ave., re
owns, Bath rooms
Electric
the voters of said city. •
write to
S. J. GATES,
ignts. The only centrally located
- "Section 4. This ordinance shall
Get I Agt. Passenger Department,
take effect and be in force from Its
•citel in the city.
Loutevilie, Ky.
passage approval and ratification by
H. J. RHELN„
Careeterciel Pomace Selasita•
the qualified voters of the 0Y_ of Ps".1 new Pima. Ars.. .. CtiertnitatL
0.
(torah. Ky., and a written-acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
PadurakeWater company filed with
the clerk of the city of Padneah,
within ten (1:)) days after the official
bound to Mira aid leiticky
certificate of it. approval at the popuBook Wading, Hank Work, Letlar election."
e
esrissir s sesee(• lie
At the present time the water company has installed for the use of the
city 411 fire pings, which ender the
old contract are rated and CDC ~it
year as fellows:
154) fire plug; at $40.00 ...$G,0041.00
Rim 209 Fratrndy Budding.
900.00
30 lire plugs at $30.00...
Mt PD. 331 It
WHEW Passe 464
231 fire plugs at $25.0')... 5.776.00

$12.675.00
Total
Fader the proposed contract this
same service would coat the city but
$8,220:00 for each of the first ten
years of the contract a saving upon
the number of hydrants now Installed
of $4,4e5.00 per annum and for the
ten Year period a saving or $44,650.00.
For each of the last eight years
which the franchise has to run, the
cost for 411 hydrants wonld be $6.Kidney Complaints
and Backache of either sex the Vegeta- 16.5.sa saving to the city of $6,310
per annum or of $4-12.0ge for the
ble Compound is unequalled.
You can write Mrs. Pinkham about entire eight years of the franyourself in strictest confidence.
chise, making a total saving to the
LYDIA L
SEP. CO., Lyaa, Mies.
City between the existing contract *Ai

NEW STATE HOTEL

Henry Mamma, Jr.

DR.HOYE.R I

JrkWEI,RY

BVAI L WEIL I CO

that will charm ano delight the
CAMPBELL BLOCK
judge of line gems. Rings, BrownTelephones: Office, 369: Residence, yid
e., fh-namentai Comte., Chains,
INSUR.ANCE.
Rraceiete, etc.
WATCHES

for Ladles arm Grate-men, In gold.

15RAUGHON'S
diatine4b

liver or gunmetal. Cigarette Canes,
'Incorporated.)
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219-223 BROADWAY

FALL SHOES FOR EVERYBODY
The weather Is getting a snap to It that
demands
new shiets.
Everybody must be supplied, and everybody
decith't
have money to waste.

Men's Shoes
Patent Calf and Kid Skin, Box Calf, Ename
l
Leather, Gun Metal Calf, etc, etc.
Straight or swing last, broad, medium or narrow
toes.

$2.00, $2 50, $3.00 up to $3.50 and $4.00
Washington, D. C., Oct. 22.— A
shipload of European emigrants for
the aouthern states sailed from Bremen, Germany, on October le, direct
for Charleston. S. C. Concerning this
new movement for providing
the
eouth with much needed laborers.
Consul W. P. Atwell writes from
Ghent as follows:
"Commissioner E. .1. Watson of
South Carolina, who is in Europe
endeavoring to turn the tide of eca*ration to America southward, has
been in Ghent at the branch office of
Als department located here.
This
branch office has been in °potation
about one year, and conducted in
such a manner as to command the
confidence of the Belgian authori'
ties.
CommIselener Watson said:
-I have long been convinced, as
has Fnited
States CommtesIonerGenera: Sargent. that the only practical tooliWon of what Is now 7apitily
becoming the
great immigration
problem in the United States rests
In the selection and direction of emigrants, as far a., possible, at their
own homes before they Sr.' hooked
and started to America to be dumped into the congested centers of popttla:ion without the remotest knowi-,
edge of country or conditions or I
where they are to and the kind of ;
work they are fitted for. This has
been resulting in the making of
paupers and criminals out of good
men. who, had they been landed at
the door of opportunity and at
points from which they coubi he
readily and easily absorbed, would
have quiek:y heroine n•efill members of the body poiltic

SCHEDULE
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Seamen
inaugurated With High
School November 3--seeries
rairo and Other..

The "Famous.- football team has
been orgatured with James Davis asi
manager.
The members are Maishal Fur- I
year. D. B. Hutto., Clay KiJd, Robert Bower, Will Henneberger. Cu.
Katterjohn. Leslie Owen, Salem
entre. Ray Staniei. Guy
Martin-.
Whitt Wickliffe. Roy Prayther,Louis
Petter. Tom Coleman and Jim Days
Games have been secured with the
High whocii. November .3: Metropolis November 17, Mayfield, Golconda, Cairo, Martin and other nearby
cities. John Brook.; and Bennie
Frank will he the coaches.

!NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Linn Special Judge.
Frankfort,
,
t. 22, _ Goa
Beckham today appointed Attorney
Conn Lien
of Murray. Calloway
county, as special judge of the Caldwell circuit conrt to preside during
the regular term ti berm n next week
Circuit Judge Gordon, of the district
of which Caldwell lea part, will during the game time preside over a special term of the Hopkins circuit court,
called under the act of the last
regular assembly seepion providing
for
special terms of eIrcult court to relieve crowded dookets.

M.
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Cold Weather Coming
would like to have you come and see what a wonderfu
l stock of Furniture, Carpets,
WE Curt
ains, Stoves and Home Furnishings we have to show you.
It is to your own in-

a

terest--it is a duty you owe to yourself---to find out
where the best styles, most dependable
qualities and lowest prices are to be found. We are conf
have to offer, and have compared our prices with thos ident that after you have seen what we
e asked elsewhere, the rest will be easy
and we will be assured of at least part of your patronag
e. There is no question but that our
terms of payment will please you, for any reasonable
arrangement that suits you will be satisfactory to us. Come around and make your selections
early.

Women's Shoes

•

Patent Calf and Kid, Viet, Box Calf, etc. Straig
ht
ar swing last.. breed, mediu
m or narrow tees,
button. Cuban or regular heels, all widths and lace (Jr
sixes.

$2 00, $2.50, $3.00 up to $3.50
Boys', Misses and Children's Shoes
We have Shoes of all sites for the
young people,
made fnini tue best of stock and made to
lit growing
feet.

50c, $1.00, $1.25 to $1.50, according to size
if everybody eAlines here for Shoes, everyb
ody will
wear I.:, n1 Sht.es.

Cochran
Shoe
Company
"Fine" needs emphasis when
describing the
Hanan Shoe.
Other shoes have borrowed the
word and abused it.
Let's say "satisfaction" instead—satisfaction based on fit,
comfort, style and service.

That's

what

you get with
every pair of liar= Shoes.
LAM -priced, we think, for
what they offer.
$5.00 and up.
Fur men and women.

405
Broadway

tioaso wooCABINET
We recommend our line of Morris Chairs for beauty and
appearance and durability of construction, finished in
golden oak, weathered or early English—easily adjusted

"The Hoosier"

to any position while sitting.

Is far superior to any other, made in nil finishes, has
aluminum top
which can be drawn out when in -use, making the table
twice the
original size, one of the most useful pieces of furnit
ure to be had in
the kitchen; it furnishes a place for everything.

One pair sells
another.
That's quality.

Terms $1.00 Cash
• 50c Per Week

$1.00 Cash and 50c Per Week
•s

Watch this paper for annoucement of our Big Fall
Opening

A TIP

See our large hue of Toilet Se1s-11.78
for this handsome 10-piece Toilet Set in two colors.

Before potting oft
the tick

See Bradley Bros.

Maish
Laminated
ColtoaPown

About Your Winter supply of

Z.•

Mattress

-COALfor the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

Sole agents
I. C. Biles More Land.
Louisville, Oct. 22- The plant of
the National Lead company at Ninth
and the river. fronting 21$ feet on
Main street and 210 feet on the Illinois Central tracks, has been sold ii
the past few doseh-lt is nairt, to the
Illinois Central Railroad oompaoy.
Thre price Is ia1if-115 be $43.000, and
the object to increase the terminals
alittrorhare to erect a more commodious union station. J. T. Harahan.
secona vice president of the I. C .
who has charge Of all atter-work.1
and other officials of the road were
In Lonisville laat_sesuali. A. 0. Goshen.
president of the National Lead comPanY, admitted that the Want had
been sold, but declined to name the
purchaser or the price. A threestory building Is on the site which
abuts other I. C property along the
river (rout, extending to Fifth stre-t.

NIONDAT, OCTOBER

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

A Range you can depend upon—
one that has stood the test of
time, and, in every instance, has Il)o you consider your coal bill
given the best satisfaction If so, do not fail to investigate
Thltt's oar celebrated King Cole's Hot Blast Heater.
Quality banner Steel It saves the fuel, has greater
Range. High-grade in everyl heating capacity than any heater
detail of construltion, made of sold, and is guaranteed to carry
polished blue steel throughout, fire for forty-eight hours without
duplex grates, ventilated fire box attention. Come in, whether
that is guaranteed. Come in and you want to buy or
not,
let us show you the superiority us show you the advant and let
of this Range over other makes: stove has over otheIrsages this
.
$1.00 cash and $1.00 per week. cash, 50 cents per week. $1.00

Mattresses
See this strictly high-grade Mattress, made
up of pure snow
white, laminated cotton cgivn, vermin•proot
and non-absorbent.
Will never get lumpy. Sold on a guarantee.
Give us your
order for one of these mattresses. Use it
thirty days, and if it
is not satisfactory we will cLeerfully refund your
money.

$1.00 CASH
and 50c Per Week Buys One

E. N. GARDNER, JR. CO.
114-116'South Third Street

Cone

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL 1111STATE PRICE
LIST
Fraternity Budding.,_ Both Phones 835

to restrain the Democratic execitti-e. Hon which
oould have been raised to
committee from holding the primary the
Primary, and that the other
to select candidates for stale offices ground
s on which the Regmblican atand alio cnndidates for ['Wed Statea l torney's,
representing the plat:Ott
!senator. rile* Galloway held that relied in their
suit, are unavailing.
Primary
rpheld.
the sbrog ion of the rule requiring
Anowling Green. Ky • Oct. 22.— Voters le the primar
y to disclose
People never get as much enjoy
Iiiftkre John M. Galloway this after- how they had voted in the
congres- merit oat of their wiekodoeso as
they
loos refused to grant an injunction atonal race removed the CrnlY
Objed- prouiact to.

DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-License Prohibition Candidate
for Congress..

'The way to kW an
mai is is shoot It to
death wtth your vote.
The way to perpetuate an evil is to MOlate, restrict and protect it with year vote:
IF TOU
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Al,VFY & LIST AND G. C.
C. KOLB,

PADUCAH, KY,

GO TO

PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunche
s. Short orders a Specialty. (live
us a trial.
PAGE'S, II. South Third St
ADVERTISE. vs TEM SUN
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